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Abstract 
 

This description of narrative discourse in Lumun (Niger-Congo, Kordofanian) is an in-depth 
look at four texts – a true story, a historical narrative, and two folk tales. Topicalization and 
clause order are addressed, as well as backgrounding, foregrounding, highlighting, 
connectors, and participant reference. The foreground clitic and concord particles are key 
parts of the discourse grammar. Each section concludes with a summary of the grammatical 
tools available to translators. Much of the terminology used is that of Stephen Levinsohn. 
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ADJT  adjunct 
C  concord, noun class marker 
EMB  embedded 
F  foreground clitic 
FOC   focus marker 
PC  person concord 
PoD  points of departure 
REL  relativiser 
REP  repetitive 
SVO  subject verb object word order 
T-H  tail-head linkage 
3S  third person singular 
3P  third person plural 
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0. Introduction 
 
Lumun is a Niger-Congo, Kordofanian language in the Talodi group, located immediately 
adjacent to two other Talodi languages, Acheron and Tocho. There are about 30,000 speakers, 
most of which live in the Lumun hills, east of Kadugli in the Nuba Mountains of Sudan. 
 

This narrative discourse description uses four texts as its data set: Boy and Goat(B), a 
true, third-person narrative; Arrantheli(A), a historical narrative; Hedgehog and Rabbit(H) 
and Dog and Pig(D), two animal folk tales. Text references using the associated letters follow 
examples throughout the paper, and the full text of the first narrative is listed in Appendix A, 
since a majority of examples are from that text. The write-up covers discourse grammar topics 
roughly following Stephen Levinsohn's recommendations for write-ups (2009). Each section 
concludes with a summary of the grammatical tools available to translators that are discussed 
in the section. A summary of each of the texts is now given. 
 

Boy and Goat is a true story about a boy named Loti that takes place in autumn when 
it is common for Lumun boys to care for animals. One evening, after going home and 
receiving food from his mother, Loti returns to herd cows in the forest. After dark, he sees 
something that looked like a leopard and shouts at it in order to scare it away. The only one 
that reacts is an old man nearby. When the creature doesn't move, Loti becomes afraid and 
runs to a nearby village. A young man in the village accompanies Loti back to the grazing 
grounds where he had been frightened. There they find some goats and realize that Loti had 
mistaken one of them for a leopard! When the story gets around, Loti becomes known as ‘the 
friend of goats’! The text was originally written, without an oral rendition, and glossed by 
John Shakkir in about 2007. 
 

Arrantheli explains how the Lumum came to live in peace with the Tocho after being 
at war with them. After the Tocho attack and are still celebrating their victory, a Lumun chief 
named Arrantheli calls the Lumun young men together and plans a return attack. The Lumun 
trap the Tocho who are still celebrating their victory and kill all but two of them. Then the 
Tocho and Lumun chiefs discuss together terms of peace and both people groups make 
sacrifices together to seal their agreement. 
 

Hedgehog and Rabbit is a folk tale about two animals that compete for the affections 
of a young lady (girl) and court her for marriage. One day while Rabbit is visiting the girl, 
Hedgehog also comes to visit. Rabbit threatens to kill Hedgehog who then runs away. But 
Hedgehog returns another day when the girl is alone and begins to win her affections. She 
then agrees to help him trick Rabbit. When Rabbit comes through the pumpkin patch, 
Hedgehog who has been colored red with chalk, pounces on Rabbit. Rabbit then becomes 
frightened and runs away, leaving Hedgehog to marry the girl.  
 

Dog and Pig is another folk tale. Once, a lake floods and drowns domestic and wild 
animals. Pig sees the occasion as an easy opportunity to get meat and tells Dog. Dog collects 
the dead animals and puts them in his storehouse after first removing his grain that was stored 
there. He only cuts and dries a little of the meat with proper preservation. Pig, on the other 
hand, collects and properly preserves meat for himself, and burns up Dog's grain! After Dog 
has used up his cured meat, he realizes all the meat in his storehouse has spoiled. The end 
result was that Pig's family had meat and porridge, but Dog's family began to starve! 
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1. Clausal constituents and their variation 
 
Lumun word order is SVO (1.1). Change in word order can highlight the constituent that is 
displaced or can give contrastive focus (1.2). The language commonly uses situational points 
of departure to switch to a new context (1.3) and uses tail-head linkage for renewal points of 
departure to renew a previous context (1.4). Adjuncts are common, may consist of various 
types of phrases and clauses, and may encode a variety of descriptions for the action of the 
clause (1.5).  
 
1.1 Normal constituent order 
 
Lumun is SVO, taking up to two objects, where adverbs and adjuncts follow the objects. 
When there are two objects, the object immediately following the verb is animate (an indirect 
object).  
 
(1) A-Lotti ullukkat a'rupu worua kicce 
 F-Loti closed the animals well 

‘Loti locked up the animals.’ (B8) 

 

(2) a-Lotti okenekat pu'rit p-en no ka'ran 

 F-Loti showed young.man C-that in place 
‘Loti showed the young man the spot (where he had seen the leopard).’ (B29) 

 
As expected in this SVO language, adjectives follow nouns in noun phrases. However, 

prepositional phrases, verb phrases, and relative clauses may function as modifiers. In (3), the 
object of the transitive verb –imakat ‘saw’ is a noun phrase which includes a prepositional 
phrase and two verb phrases. The prepositional phrase i-kathar ‘in-road', the verb p-otheret 
‘C-spotted', and the verb phrase p-ungkot papokira ‘C-looks.like thing.of.trees’ all function as 
adjectives describing the head noun pape'rek ‘something'. In (4), the prepositional phrase no 
mu'rol ‘on stones’ and the verb phrase a-l-icat cik ‘F-C-laying down’ both function as 
modifiers describing the head noun licok ‘goats'. 
 
(3) a-kw-immakat [pape'rek i-kathar p-otheret ana p-ungkot 

 F-3S-saw something in-road C-spotted and C-looks.like 
       

 papokira]OBJ NP 

 thing.of.trees 
‘He saw something coloured in the road that looked like a leopard.’ (B14-15) 

 
(4) a-kin othiat [licok no mu'rol a-l-icat cik]OBJ NP 

 F-they found goats on stones F-C-laying down 
‘They found goats lying down on stones.’ (B30) 

 
The prepositional phrase i-kathar of (3) could be analyzed as an adjunct of location for the 
verb ‘saw'. However, as such it would be out of place and inserted in the middle of the object 
noun phrase. Since it is old information (repeated from the previous sentence), it could be 
listed first after the object to allow the new information describing the creature to be listed last 
in the clause. Although plausible and common in other languages (Levinsohn), there is not 
enough data to determine if Lumun consistently places new information last in clauses. In (4), 
both the phrase no mu'rol ‘on stones’ and a-l-icat cik ‘it-lying down’ are new information and 
neither of them is out of order. So for now, i-kathar is analyzed as functioning as a modifier.  
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1.2 Emphatic and contrastive focus 
 
Adjectives, adverbs, subjects, objects, conjunctions, and points of departure can be displaced 
in the clause for emphatic focus. Whereas most word categories are displaced later in the 
clause, objects are displaced earlier in the clause. In (5), both k-oppot and ng-oppot are 
displaced adjectives modifying kapik ‘rain’ and ngike ‘flood’ respectively. Normally, the 
adjective immediately follows the noun it modifies, but in these clauses follows the verb to 
draw attention to the extent of the rain and flood. Similarly in (6) the adjective appik ‘all’ 
follows the verb instead of the noun �appa ‘meat', which it modifies. The same adjective is 
also fronted before the noun for extra emphasis.  
 
(5) a-kapik øøøø    a-pat k-oppot a-ngike øøøø    a-kk-akat ng-oppot 

 F-rain  F-rained C-much F-flood  F-REP-came C-much 
‘It rained so much and the flood waters rose so high.’ (D1)  
 

(6) appik kappa øøøø    k-okuttat appik 

 all meat  C-expired all 
‘Absolutely all the meat has spoiled.’ (D18) 
 
In (7), the number adjective w-e'ra ‘two’ is substituted for the noun clause Appo w-e'ra 

‘Tocho two’ and follows the verb instead of taking the normal subject slot preceding the verb. 
In (8), the noun phrase omura ana i-ari n-othen ‘men and women with baskets’ would 
normally follow the subject noun Appo ‘Tocho', to which it could be in apposition. 
 
(7) Arru ongwat Appo appik mono øøøø    a-lat w-e'ra 

 Lumun killed Tocco all until  F-ran C- two 
‘The Lumun killed all of the Tocco until only two were left.’ (A32) 

 
(8) Appo øøøø    a-kk-akat omura ana i-ari n-othen itti okin 

 Tocho  F-REP-came men and women with-baskets that they  
 

(8) th-athongwo Arru 

 PC-kill Lumun 
‘The Tocho men and women with baskets came in order to kill the Lumun.’ (A2) 

 
In (9) the adverb kicce ‘well’ is displaced to the end of the clause in order to emphasize 

the action of the Hedgehog making himself attractive. As seen from a-ng-othopakkat kicce n-
capun ‘F-C-washed.himself well with-soap’ (H3), the adverb normally precedes adjuncts. A 
similar clause to (9), where the adverb is again displaced to the end of the clause for 
emphasis, is A-ukul othukkwath-ok øøøø    i-ngin kicce ‘F-girl coloured-him øøøø    with-them well’ 
(H23). Also in (9), the object a'rangkal ‘bed’ is fronted to the middle of the verb phrase 
onekkekanth-ok cik ‘brought-him there'. This may emphasize the welcome the girl gave the 
hedgehog by her hospitality with comfortable furniture. 
 
(9) a-c-okurakot øøøø    m-pi'ru kicce a-ukul onekkekanth-ok a'rangkal 

 F-C-decorated  with-butter well F-girl brought-him bed  
 

(9) cik øøøø 

 there   
‘He decorated himself with butter, and the girl brought him a bed to sleep on.’(H5) 
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In the clause øøøø Olotti acakuruk p-okat cik a-kw-opakkot ‘øøøø Loti also F-3S-was F-he-
returning’ of line 21, acakuruk ‘also’ is a coordinating conjunction which normally joins 
nuclear clauses, occurring before the subject. Here acakuruk is displaced to emphasis the 
second reason why Loti didn't hear the old man's response—Loti was going away from him.  

In (10), the point of departure ca'ri c-'rek c-ipin ‘day certain evening’ is displaced to the 
end of the clause to emphasize the events of the narrative unit introduced by the point of 
departure. The narrative unit is the beginning of the first episode and thus differs from the 
preceding setting without event. 
 
(10) ø A-ngatherepe ikkat cik ca'ri c-'rek c-ipin 

 F-rabbit stayed there  day C-certain C-evening 
 

(10) a-ng-othopakkat 
 F-C-wash.himself 

‘One day the rabbit stayed in the evening, and washed himself.’ (H3) 
 

In B30–31 where the climax finds its resolution by the young man explaining to the child 
that his ‘leopard’ was only a goat, the object ‘goats’ is fronted for contrastive focus. ‘It was 
goats you saw (and not a leopard).’ The words akka ngkw-imat ‘when you-saw’ is a 
subordinate clause and an adjunct of simultaneous occurrence (see section 1.5). The object 
licok ‘goats’ would normally follow the verb of this clause. 
 
(11) A-pu'rit I'rekath-ok itti okoronnoka papokira akk-okiccer-ung 

 F-young.man told-him that not leopard FOC-chased-you 
‘The young man told him, “It was not a leopard that chased you;’ 

(11) ikkere licok akka ngkw-imat øøøø 

 seems goats when you-saw  
‘It seems it was goats that you saw!”’ (B30-31) 

 
In (11), the focus marker akk- is affixed to the verb –okiccer-ung ‘chased-you’ in 

order to make the contrastive focus explicit. The normal rendering of the verb phrase is 
papokira p-okiccer-ung ‘leopard C-chased-you', with subject agreement concord. As a further 
example, note the normal rendering of (12) and the marker akk- used for contrastive focus in 
(13). 
 
(12) mooth monat cekeret cirik  

 bananas had price big  
‘The bananas were expensive.’ 

 
(13) pul i-popari p-okerot mongko ana mooth  

 persons which-female C-bought mango and bananas  
 

(13) anaruk mooth akk-onat cekerek cirik 

 but bananas FOC-had price big 
‘The women bought mangos and bananas, but it was the bananas that were expensive.’ 

 
More data is needed to confirm that fronting as well as the focus marker are used for 
contrastive focus. One of these may be used mainly for argument focus or to give prominence 
to the dominant focal element. See Levinsohn (2004) chapter 4. 
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1.3 Situational points of departure (topicalization) 
 
A ‘point of departure’ as used in this write-up, is both a starting point for further 
communication as well as a way of relating further communication to a context or what has 
come before. Lumun uses temporal, spatial, reason, and conditional points of departure to 
indicate a switch from the previous context. The language uses tail-head linkage to indicate 
renewal of a previous context. The latter will be covered in the next section.  
 

In (15), the temporal (time) point of departure ca'ri c-'rek cipin ‘time C-other evening’ 
makes a break from the preceding setting with background information. It uses the starting 
point ‘on a particular evening’ to state the first event of the narrative, thus beginning a new 
paragraph. The indefinite modifier -'rek ‘certain, other’ is commonly used in points of 
departure. 
 
(14) A certain boy named Loti had animals at the place named Toijang, which is down 

towards the country of the Aceron. (B3-4)  

 

(15) Ana ca'ri c-'rek cipin a-Lotti p-aat nti ithu'rit tho kie 

 And time C-other evening F-Loti C-came from shepherding of cows 
‘One evening, Loti came from tending the cows.’ (B5) 

 
A second temporal point of departure occurs in B12 Ca'ri c-en a-kirkkir k-okkwot cik 

‘time C-that F-darkness C-was there'. Previous to this clause, the time was only described as 
‘evening', but now the time is more specifically described as ‘evening after dark'. This sets the 
stage for Loti mis-seeing the goat as a leopard. 
 

In (17), the spatial (location) point of departure ciki i-tho'rikit tho kathar ‘exactly in-
middle of road’ relates to the previous description of the valley going down to Toijang and 
mentions a road there that the audience is presumed to know about. Thus, this point of 
departure specifies the location of the following action more fully. 
 
(16) At the time of darkness, Loti left the house while it was dark and traveled until he 

arrived in the valley which goes down to Toijang (B12-13) 

 

(17) ana ciki i-tho'rikit tho kathar a-kw-immakat pape'rek 

 and exactly in-middle of  road F-3S-saw something 
 

(17) i-kathar p-otheret 

 in-road C-spotted 
‘In the exact middle of the road he saw something coloured.’ (B14) 

 
In (19), the reason point of departure akka oLotti p-onat ne're ‘because Loti C-had fear’ 

explains why Loti did not hear the old man named Khartoum. 

 
(18) When the old man heard (the voice calling for him) he grunted a reply, (B19) 
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(19) anaruk akka oLotti p-onat ne're a-kw-annoccikat akka 

 but because Loti C-had fear F-3S-did.not.hear when 
 

(19) oKarththum pothongkothe.  

 Khartoum answered.  
‘but because Loti was afraid, he did not hear when Khartoum answered him.’ (B20) 

 
Another reason point of departure Nci cinang ‘from that’ introduces the final clause of the 

narrative (B32), which is the closure and a separate paragraph. This point of departure 
expresses that the combined events of the story are the reason Loti was called ‘friend of 
goats'. 
 

In (20) there is a conditional point of departure. The Rabbit will do the assertion (kill the 
Hedgehog) on the basis of the adverbial clause of condition (run away now) not being met.  
 
(20) Thomma amma ngkw-akannollo inna, ana mp-akkwoth-ung ...” 
 friend if you-do.not.run now and I-kill-you 

‘Friend, if you do not run away now, I will kill you.’ (H9) 
 
1.4 Renewal points of departure (topicalization) 
 
In Boy and Goat there are seven points of departure made by tail-head linkage which renew 
following communication to a previous context. One is used to introduce important 
background information in the setting, five are used to mark the beginning of new mini-
episodes or paragraphs, and one is used to slow down the narrative and mark important 
information in the conclusion. Each tail-head linkage is a subordinate clause, begins with the 
adverbial amma ‘when’ or anakka ‘and when', lacks the discourse clitic a- which commonly 
introduces foregrounded clauses, repeats a word or phrase of a previous clause, and possibly 
takes a completive verb.1 
 

The tail-head linkage amma cukku c-aat ‘when autumn C-comes’ of (22) repeats the 
season of the setting expressed in (21) and introduces the important background information 
of the setting of (23). 
 
(21) A story took place in Lumun land in Autumn. (B1) 

 

(22) ana amma cukku c-aat 
 and when autumn C-came 

‘In Autumn,’ (B1) 
 

(23) People who have animals move them into the forest further inside the home area. (B2) 
 
In (25), the head-tail linkage Anakka onnan p-aat ‘When mother C-came’ repeats the 

message of the final clause of (24). Whereas the verb a-kw-anthan ‘come’ of (24) has a 
different root and is possibly incompletive, the verb p-aat ‘came’ of (25) is completive. The 

                                                 
1 More analysis is needed to determine what marks the completive/past verb. It could be the suffix –t, but I have 
never seen this evidenced by a significant number of verb paradigms. For this write-up, my statements about the 
complete/past verb are based on the Lumun team's understanding of which verbs are completive/past and which 
are not.  
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tail-head linkage begins the paragraph of the inciting incident where Loti gets fed at his 
mother's house before returning to the forest grazing land.  
 
(24) Loti went to the house and found that his mother had not arrived to the house from the 

field, and he waited for her to come (a-kw-anthan ‘F-3S-come'). (B9-10) 

 
(25) Anakka onnan p-aat a-kw-ithakanth-ok cokot cokot 
 When mother C-came F-3S-cooked.for-him quickly quickly 

‘When (his) mother arrived, she quickly cooked for him.’(B11) 

 
This tail-head linkage and renewal point of departure is the first of five used to mark the 
beginning of a new paragraph. (There are only three new mini-episodes not begun with tail-
head linkage, and two of those are begun with situational points of departure as shown in 1.3.)  
 

In (27), Anakka kw-imat ‘when 3S-saw’ marks the beginning of the first paragraph of 
the climax where Loti shouts at and becomes afraid of what he thinks is a leopard. This tail-
head linkage repeats the previous main verb to mark the new mini-episode. The repeated verb 
lacks the affix -ka- which occurs in the verb of (26). There are no tail-head linkages in the text 
where the identical verb form is repeated, and the verb of (27) comes the closest.  

 
(26) In the exact middle of the road he saw (a-kw-imma-ka-t ‘F-3S-saw-then-PST')  
something colored that looked like a leopard. (B14-15) 
 
(27) Anakka kw-immat a-kw-oco'rat a-kw-eekat m-po're cittan 
 When 3S-saw F-3S-stood F-3S-shouted with-voice loud 

‘When he saw (it), he stopped and shouted with a loud voice.’ (B15) 
 
In (29), the tail-head linkage Anakka thomocco th-en th-occikothe ‘When old.man C-that 

C-heard’ marks the beginning of a paragraph where Loti runs to a nearby village. The ‘old 
man’ who was presented in (28) is repeated in the point of departure, but is referred to as ‘that 
old man’ instead of ‘a certain old man'.  

 
(28) Then he shouted loudly so that it would run, but it refused and he began calling out. A 

certain old man (Thomocco th'rek ‘old.man other') named Khartoum had a house 
nearby. (B16-18) 

 

(29) Anakka thomocco th-en th-occikothe, a-th-othangkat 

 When old.man C-that C-heard F-C-answered 
‘When the old man heard (the voice calling for him), he grunted a reply,’ (B19) 

 
In (31), the tail-head linkage marks the beginning of a paragraph where Loti finds a man 

who takes him back to the place where he saw the ‘leopard'. Although the verb is changed, the 
phrase i-carak co man ‘in-stomach of house’ is identical in both clauses. 
 
(30) He turned and ran back to the village (i-carak co man ‘in-stomach of house').(B23) 

 

(31) Anakka oLotti p-opakkothe i-carak co man 

 When Loti C-returned.back in-stomach of house 
‘When Loti arrived back in the village’ (B24) 
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(32) he found a certain young man preparing to go to the animal grazing grounds. (B25) 

 
In (34), the tail-head linkage marks the beginning of the conclusion of the story where the 

man explains that Loti saw a goat instead of a leopard. The repeated two participants are 
shortened to the pronoun ‘they'. 
 
(33) Loti and the young man went together. (B28) 

 

(34) Anakka okin okko ciki no ka'ran k-en 

 When they arrived to of place C-that 
‘When they arrived at the place,’ (B28) 

 
(35) Loti showed the young man the spot (where he had seen the leopard). (B29) 

 
(36) Anakka okin theot, a-kin othiat licok no mu'rol a-l-icat cik 
 When they went F-they found goats on stones F-C-laying down 

‘When they arrived, they found goats lying down on stones.’ (B29-30) 

 
In (36), the tail-head linkage is used to slow down the narrative and highlight what 

follows as being uniquely important for the story. This is the only place in Boy and Goat 
where tail-head linkage immediately follows a sentence with tail-head linkage, and only the 
second place where tail-head linkage is not used to begin a new mini-episode. The added 
usage here slows the pace of the story and in doing so, notifies the audience that something 
significant is going to be said next—information that will reject Loti's hypothesis that he saw 
a leopard. The repeated two participants are again shortened to the pronoun ‘they'. 
 

In the other texts analyzed, tail-head linkage is also commonly used for renewal points of 
departure to introduce new narrative units. However, as discussed further in section 3.2, the 
adverbial akka ‘when’ in other texts seems to be equivalent to anakka ‘when’ in Boy and 
Goat. In addition, manakka ‘then when’ is used in Hedgehog and Rabbit and Arrantheli texts 
to slow down the narrative and highlight following clauses. In contrast with akka, the 
unmarked adverbial for tail-head linkage, manakka seems to be a development marker, 
always being used to highlight events of following nuclear clauses. In (37), the adverbial akka 
introduces the climax of Hedgehog and Rabbit by tail-head linkage. The following sentence 
begins with two sequential tail-head linkage clauses, both introduced with manakka in order 
to highlight the climatic events to follow. 
 
(37) When (akka) the rabbit passed in the pumpkins, he closed his eyes and whistled, “Terre 

terre'rü.” Then when (manakka) the hedgehog heard the rabbit's whistling, and then 
when (manakka) he wanted to repeat it, the hedgehog jumped up. (H24-26) 

 
1.5 Describing action with adjuncts 

 
Adjuncts in Lumun, which are not required by verbs, follow objects and are used to describe 
location, time, simultaneous occurrence, manner, extent, purpose, reason, or result of the 
action of the clause. Up to two adjuncts occur together in the same sentence. Adjuncts may be 
prepositional phrases with an independent preposition: nci ‘from, to’ in the adjunct of location 
in (38), with a prepositional prefix n- ‘with’ in the adjunct of manner in (40), or with no 
preposition in the adjunct of location in (39). Adjuncts may also be a verb phrase introduced 
by the clitic a- ‘and, then, in order to, etc.’— adjunct of time in (38), adjunct of purpose in 
(39) — or a subordinate clause introduced by an adverbial akka ‘when’ in the adjunct of 
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simultaneous occurrence of (40), puccuk ‘until’ in the adjunct of extent in (41), akka 
‘because’ in the adjunct of reason in (42), akka ‘so’ in the adjunct of result in (43).  

 

   _location__ ________time__________ 

(38) a-Lotti urukat nci tuan a-kirikkir k-okkwot cik 

 F-Loti moved from house F-dark C-was there 
‘Loti left the house while it was dark.’ (B12) 

 

   location _________purpose__________ 

(39) a-kurukat uo tuan a-kw-othokwancot thu'rit 

 F-start.moved going house F-3S-inorder.to.look.for food 
‘(Loti locked up the animals and) went down to the house to look for food.’ (B8) 

 

  manner ______simultaneous occurrence______ 

(40) a-kw-opakkot n-cu're akka kw-okat cik a-kw-akkakkaro 

 F-3S-returning with-back when 3S-was  F-3S-calling 
‘(Loti) was running backwards as he called.’ (B21) 

 

    ________extent_________ 

(41) a-pu'rit p-en occirat puccuk mono okinyakat 

 F-young.m
an C-that laughed until still was.tired 
‘The young man laughed until he was exhausted.’ (B31-32) 

 

  ____reason____ 

(42) Okethoik akka kw-at 

 Be careful because 3S-came 
“Be careful since he is coming!” (H22) 

 

    ___result__ 

(43) a-ul a-th-onthokok i-naun akka a-nio 

 F-people F-C-would.gather.to.you on-me so F-don’t.die 
‘ “…people will gather to you so that I don’t die.” ’ (H20) 

 
As adjuncts of place are the most common, there are other examples in the texts: itti kw-

athokkot kapi ‘that 3S-cook’ of B6, a-kw-anthan ‘F-3S-come’ of B10, and othakka itti a-p-
ollo ‘in.order that F-C-run’ of B15. The clause akka oKarththum pothongkothe ‘when 
Khartoum answered’ of B20 is a further example of an adjunct of simultaneous occurrence. 
The clauses puccuk a-kw-othiat kakung a-kkw-aik pellek ‘until F-3S-found himself F-3S-was 
alone’ of B22 and puccuk anakka a-kw-okko ci i-thupu'ru i-thuwo Thoicang ‘until when F-3S-
arrived to in-valley which-goes.down Toijang’ of B14 are further examples of an adjunct of 
extent (the latter includes an embedded adjunct of location). 
 

Table 1 is a summary for this section for translators and consultants. Listed in the left 
column are discourse grammatical aspects that translators may find themselves needing to 
encode in the Lumun language. Grammatical tools to encode those aspects, with references to 
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examples in this section, are given in the right hand column in addition to the example in the 
chart. 
 
Table 1: Translator tools involving clausal constituents and variation 
Translation 
need 

Example Lumun grammatical tool 

marking 
emphatic focus 

rain øøøø rained much, flood øøøø came 
much (5) 
 

Emphatic focus (for emphasis) is marked by 
adjectives, adverbs, subjects, objects, conjunctions, 
or points of departure being displaced—usually 
later—in the clause (5-10). 

marking 
contrastive 
focus 

seems goats when you-saw øøøø 
(11) 

Contrastive focus is marked by objects fronted to 
precede the clause (11) or by the focus marker akk- 
affixed to the verb (11, 13). 

encoding 
situational 
points of 
departure 

And time certain (-'rek) evening, 
Loti came from shepherding of 
cows (15) 
 

Situational points of departure are encoded by pre-
nuclear clauses and may be temporal (15), spatial 
(ciki ‘exactly') (17), reason (akka ‘because', nci 

cinang ‘from that') (19), or conditional (20). The 
indefinite modifier ‘rek ‘certain’ helps introduce 
them. 

introduce 
background 
information 

A story took place in Lumun land 
in Autumn, and when (amma) 

autumn came (22), 

Tail-head linkage by the adverbial amma ‘when’ in 
a renewal point of departure introduces background 
information in the setting (22). 

introduce a new 
narrative unit 
(paragraph) 

he waited for her to come, when 

(anakka) mother came, she 
cooked for him quickly (25) 

Tail-head linkage by the adverbial anakka or akka 
‘and when’ in a renewal point of departure may 
begin a new paragraph (25, 27, 29, 31, 34). 

highlight 
clauses 

Then when (manakka) the 

hedgehog heard the rabbit's 

whistling, and then when 

(manakka) he wanted to repeat 

it, the hedgehog jumped up (37) 

Tail-head linkage by the adverbial anakka or 
manakka ‘then when’ in a renewal point of 
departure may slow down the narrative to highlight 
an important clause (36, 37). 

describing a 
clause's action  

(Loti) started going to house 
(location) in order to look for 
food (purpose) (39); 

(Loti) returning with-back 
(manner) when he was calling 
(simultaneous occurrence) (40)  
 

A clause's action is commonly described by post-
nuclear adjuncts. Prepositional phrase may be 
adjuncts of location (38, 39) and manner (40); verb 
clauses may be adjuncts of time (38) and purpose 
(39); and subordinate clauses may be adjuncts of 
simultaneous occurrence (40), extent (41), reason 
(42), result (43). 

 

2. Backgrounding, foregrounding and highlighting 
 
An understanding of the foreground clitic a- is essential for understanding foregrounding and 
backgrounding in Lumun and is therefore discussed first (2.1). A nuclear clause beginning 
with the clitic a- is the unmarked way of encoding events in narratives, and is therefore 
considered a foregrounded clause (2.2). Most nuclear clauses without any clitic, as well as 
pre-nuclear and most post-nuclear clauses, are analyzed as backgrounded clauses (2.3). The 
language has a wide range of tools for highlighting clauses of the inciting incident, climax and 
conclusion, including tail-head linkage, repetition, parallel clauses, higher proportion of 
adjuncts, added verb morphemes, shorter sentences, and a superfluous use of the clitic a-, 
agreement markers, and participant reference (2.4). 
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2.1 Foreground clitic (F) a- 
 
The most basic function of the clitic a- is as a connective, specifically a coordinating 
conjunction. As such, it is the default or unmarked way of encoding foregrounded nuclear 
clauses in narrative texts. However, it can also function as a subordinating conjunction in 
post-nuclear clauses to encode background information. Its position in the clause as well as its 
form differs from that of other conjunctions. It functions as a highlighting device to show 
special importance to subordinate clauses which have a connector and do not require another. 
It also functions as a topic marker in that the verb concord is not needed when the clitic is 
present in the clause. Finally, its absence in foregrounded nuclear clauses can be used to 
highlight peak episodes of the narrative. 
 
2.1.1 Meaning and function of a- 
 
The most common meaning of the connective a- is ‘and’ or ‘then', such as in (44) and the first 
clause of (45) where it functions as a coordinating conjunction. More specifically, it is an 
additive with the pragmatic effect of parallelism, noting an added proposition. However, in 
the second clause of (45), the connective has the meaning ‘so that, in order to', introducing an 
adjunct of purpose. (See section 1.5 for examples of other adjuncts introduced by a-.) 
 

(44) A-Lotti ullukkat a'rupu worua kicce 

 F-Loti closed the animals well 
‘Loti locked up the animals’ (B8) 

 

(45) a-kurukat uo tuan [a-kw-othokwancot thu'rit]ADJUNCT 

 F-start.moved going house F-3S-look.for food 
‘and went down to the house in order to look for food.’ (B8) 

 
The coordinating conjunction ana ‘and’ is similar to a- in meaning and function. It joins 

clauses (me're m-ella ana mana ngu'ru ngpellat ‘flour C-not.exist and even porridge C-
not.exist’ of line 7), as does a-, having the pragmatic function of parallelism. But, whereas a- 
joins only clauses, ana joins constituents of the same phrase (A-Lotti ana pu'rit p-en oingkat 
‘F-Lotti and young.man C-that went’ of line 28) and joins sentences (line 1, 5). And, whereas 
a- joins propositions of unspecified relevance, ana adds propositions with at least as great of 
relevance as the previous proposition. The connectors also differ by placement in the 
sentence: ana introduces new sentences, preceding points of departure and other connectors, 
whereas a- follows points of departures and other connectors (see section 3.1 for further 
examples). 
 
2.1.2 Placement of a- in the sentence 
 
The clitic a- commonly introduces each verb of the nuclear clause. For example, in (46) the 
clitic is prefixed to both verbs in the main clause.  
 
(46) [Anakka øøøø-kw-immat]T-H a-kw-oco'rat a-kw-ekat m-po're cittan 
 and.when 3S-saw F-3S-stood F-3S-shouted with-voice loud 

‘When he saw (it), he stopped and shouted with a loud voice’ (B15) 

 

(47) [othakka itti a-p-ollo]ADJUNCT 

 in.order.to so.that F-C-run 
‘so that it would run away.’ (B15) 
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Although the connector most commonly occurs in nuclear clauses without any other 
connectors, when other coordinating conjunctions are present, it commonly occurs along with 
them. Except for ana ‘and', the various coordinating conjunctions as well as points of 
departure occur along with the clitic. When the clitic is not present along with these 
conjunctions, the clause is marked in order to highlight it as significant for the narrative. In 
(48-51), the connector a- occurs along with other connectors or points of departure in nuclear 
clauses, but it does not occur along with ana ‘and’ in (52).  

 
(48) Acakuruk a-ngongwat a'rupu wo ruwa ana wo rikira 
 also F-C-killed things of wool and of forests 

‘Also, it (flood) killed both wild and domestic animals.’ (D2a) 

 
(49) Anaruk a-ruththuruk ikkat cik a-ritha ngu'ru ngucul ngo kapa 
 but F-Pig started  F-cooking porridge soup of meat 

‘But Pig began cooking porridge with meat sauce.’ (D20a) 

 

(50) Ittina a-kin antongwo kin 

 then F-they started.killing them 
‘Then they began killing them.’ (A29) 

 

(51) Ana ca'ri c-e'rek ättäng a-cïmïnterï i'rekat 

 and day C-certain again F-hedgehog said 
‘And another day the hedgehog said’ (H11) 

 

(52) a-ng-occarrakat ca kicce ana ø o'roko amutha 

 F-C-combed head well and  sprayed perfume 
‘He (Rabbit) combed his hair well and sprayed himself with perfume.’ (H4) 

 
Although present along with the conjunction anaruk ‘but’ in (49), the clitic does not 

occur along with anaruk in (53). This is in order to highlight the clause. The clause has focus-
presupposition articulation with restrictive argument focus on t-okkwathe ‘split'. The action of 
this clause is in contrast to that of Dog in the previous sentence. Dog stored most of his meat 
without properly cutting and drying it, maybe thinking he would have time to do that later, 
and only cut and dried a little of his meat on the roof of his house. However, Pig cut and dried 
all of his meat, not storing any of it without proper preservation. Contrastive focus can be 
marked by displaced word order (see section 1.2). But here, the absence of the clitic 
highlights the restrictive focus of not storing—rather, only cutting and drying the meat.  

 
(53) When they went to collect the meat, the dog filled his storehouse full of meat and the 

remainder he cut open to dry on the roof. (D14) 
      presup __    focus ____ presup _____    
(53) Anaruk øøøø-tüththürük t-okkwathe kappa tulluk a-t-ipat i-wet a-k-onthoma.  
 But     Pig C-split meat only F-C-put in-roof F-C-dry 

‘But Pig only cut open the meat and placed it on the roof to dry.’ (D15) 

 
In nuclear clauses, an absence of the discourse clitic generally means the clause is 

marked as background, since the clitic is normally present on all foregrounded nuclear 
clauses. However, in the climax and first clause of the conclusion of one text analyzed—
Arrantheli, the clitic is absent from five of the ten nuclear clauses (it was present on all but 
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one preceding nuclear clause, even those of the setting). In (54) which is in the setting, to 
avoid confusion with the vowel-initial {a} in Appo ‘Tocco', the clitic is attached to the verb 
instead of to the subject noun phrase with initial segment a. In the clauses of (55-57) of the 
climax, the absence of the clitic marks the episode as being distinct from previous episodes, 
highlighting the battle scene described as the peak of the narrative.  
 

(54) Appo a-kkakat omura ana i-ari n-othen 

 Tocco F-came men and which-women with-baskets 
‘Tocco men and women came with baskets.’ (A2) 

 

(55) Arru ø-opakkekat kin than Appo ø-othiat cik  

 Lumun pushed.back them to-it Tocco found  there 
‘The Lumun drove them back, the Tocho found’ (A26b-27a) 

 
(56) [c-unukkwakothe appik akathar ellakat na kin okko]EMB 
 C-closed all ways was.not where they pass 

‘all paths blocked for passing through.’ (A27) 
 
(57) Arru øøøø-opakkekat kin appik no thampang 
 Lumun pushed.back them all on ground 

‘The Lumun drove them downhill.’ (A28) 
 

As post-nuclear and embedded clauses tend not to occur without some connector, the 
discourse clitic introduces post-nuclear or embedded clauses that are not introduced by other 
connectives. It is most common for the clitic to occur alone or for it to be absent when other 
connectors are present. Therefore, the default use of the clitic is to be absent from post-
nuclear clauses with subordinating conjunctions, and to be absent from embedded clauses 
with a relativiser or complimentiser. However, in its marked use to highlight the clause, the 
clitic occurs along with other connectors.  
 

In the second clause of (58), the clitic introduces an adjunct of purpose in the absence of 
any other connective. In the second clause of (59), the clitic is not needed since the clause is 
introduced by the adverbial itti ‘in order that'. However, in the subordinate clause of (47) 
(othakka itti a-p-ollo ‘in.order.to so.that F-C-run'), which is in the climax, the connective 
occurs along with the adverbials othakka ‘in order to’ and itti ‘so that’ to highlight the clause. 
By using the extra connective, the speaker is emphasizing the purpose of shouting to be that 
the supposed leopard would run. The connective indirectly highlights the danger the boy 
might be in and thereby builds tension in the narrative.  

 
(58) a-kw-ikkanth-ok cik [a-kw-anthan]ADJUNCT 
 F-3S-waited.for-her  F-3S-come 

‘And he waited for her to come.’ (B10) 
 

(59) a-kw-oingkat [itti øøøø-kw-ath-okkot kapi]ADJUNCT 

 F-3S-went  that     3S-INF-cook pot 
‘He went in order to cook something.’ (B6) 

 
Three further examples are shown of the connective a- occurring on verbs following 

other connectives as a marked usage. Each highlights a clause in the climax or in the inciting 
incident to introduce the climax. In (60), the ‘extra’ connective highlights the exact place 
where Loti went, mentioning the name of the valley and place in the road, all of which are 
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likely known to the audience. The specific place is emphasized so that the audience can 
visualize the scene and anticipate that something important will happen there. It prepares the 
audience for the inciting incident in the next line and the climax to follow. In B20, a- does not 
follow the connective akka ‘when’ in akka øøøø oKarththum p-othongkothe ‘when Khartoum PC-
answered'—a similar construction to (60), providing support to the claim that a- is not 
required in (60). 
  
(60) a-kw-oingkat puccuk anakka a-kw-okko ci i-thupu'ru 
 F-3S-went until when F-3S-arrived to in-valley 

‘and traveled until he arrived in the valley,’ (B13) 
 

In (61), the connective a- is not prefixed to the auxiliary verb kw-okat cik of the clause 
as is expected, but rather is attached to the following verb. Apparently there is some 
restriction against the connective prefixing to this auxiliary.2 The connective a- highlights the 
adjunct of simultaneous occurrence in (61) and the adjunct of extent in (62). The parallel 
sentences of B21 and B22 are mostly the same except for these two adjuncts. The superfluous 
connective then emphasizes the adjuncts as parallel focal constituents. In B32, a- does not 
follow the connective puccuk ‘until’ in puccuk mono    øøøø okinyakat ‘until still was.tired', 
providing support to the claim that a- is not required in (62). 
 
(61) a-kw-opakkot n-cu're akka kw-okat cik a-kw-akkakkaro 
 F-3S-returning with-back when 3S-was  F-3S-calling 

‘running backwards as he called,’ (B21) 

 
(62) a-kw-opakkot n-cu're puccuk a-kw-othiat kakung a-kw-aik pellek 
 F-3S-returns with-back until F-he-found himself F-he-was alone 

‘going back to a place where he was alone,’ (B22) 
 

The connective a- is also superfluous in the relative clause of (63). It is used to 
emphasize that the ‘leopard’ was not going anywhere and would likely still be in the same 
place if Loti returned, which is what happens in the conclusion. In B26, a- does not follow the 
relativiser na ‘where’ in na    øøøø oLotti p-aik ng-kuthukk-ung ‘of Lotti C-is with-animals C-his', 
and supports the claim that a- is not required in (63). 

 

(63) a-kw-oththet no papu p-en na p-okat cik a-p-oc'ro 

 F-3S-left at thing C-that where C-was  F-C-standing 
‘leaving the thing where it was standing.’ (B23) 

 
As seen in section 1.3, adverbials normally introduce pre-nuclear clauses. The clitic is 

rarely used to introduce pre-nuclear clauses, but can do so without other connectors in order 
to highlight the clause. Again on rare occasions, the clitic can occur along with an adverbial to 
highlight a pre-nuclear clause.  
 

The only occurrence of the clitic introducing a pre-nuclear clause without another 
connector is in (64), where it introduces a tail-head linkage at the beginning of the climax in 
Dog and Pig. In (65), the tail-head linkage refers back to a speech just made by the chief 
Arrantheli calling for the young Lumun men to come fight for their people. As a result, many 
Lumun gather and successfully defend their land. The speech is highlighted with the clitic 

                                                 
2 See also Olotti acakuruk p-okat cik a-kw-opakkot ‘Lotti also C-was F-he-returning’ in B21, na p-okat cik a-p-

oc'ro ‘at C-was F-C-standing’ in B23, and pu'rit p-'rek p-okat cik a-p-okuccekot cik ‘young.man C-certain C-was 
F-C-preparing’ in B24. The connective does, however, attach to the copular verb a-kw-aik in (62). 
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along with the subordinate connector manakka ‘when’ to show its importance for the rest of 
the narrative. 
 
(64) A-thuk o'rakkat kappa i-kokat i-wet i-k-okkuttat. A-komattakat 
 F-dog ate meat which-was in-roof which-C-was.split F-finished 
 

(64) a-th-oingkat 
 F-C-went 

‘The dog ate the meat which was on the roof which had been cut. When the meat was 
finished, he went.’ (D16) 
 
(65) Manakka a-kw-ocathot lon elli a-kw-imakat u'rit w-a Arrua 
 when F-3S-finished words these F-3S-saw men C-of Lumun 

‘When he had finished these words, he saw young men of Lumun.’ (A16) 
 
In summary, table 2 lists the function of the clitic in various types of clauses with 

example references. Note that the clitic's use in pre and post-nuclear and embedded clauses is 
more similar than its use in nuclear clauses.  
 
Table 2: Clitic functions in various types of clauses 
Clause type no connector clitic only connector only clitic & connector 
Nuclear backgrounded (72),  

highlight climax (55-57) 
unmarked (46) highlighted (53) unmarked (48-51) 

post-nuclear, 
embedded 

---- unmarked (58) unmarked (59) highlighted (47,60, 
61, 62, 63) 

pre-nuclear ---- highlighted (64) unmarked (22) highlighted (65) 
 
2.1.3 Placement of a- in the clause 
 
The clitic a- normally attaches to the beginning of the subject noun phrase (including personal 
names or independent pronouns), or when no subject noun phrase is present, prefixes to the 
verb3. The clitic is not normally prefixed to verbs without incorporated pronouns or without a 
concord since omitting both of these would indicate marked participant reference. It therefore 
acts like a pro-clitic attaching to the leftmost part of the subject. The clitic a- is attached to the 
personal name a-Lotti in (66), to the independent pronoun a-kin in (68), to the verb a-kw-
oingkat with incorporated pronoun in (67), and to the verb a-l-icat with concord in (68). 
 
(66) a-Lotti ø-urukat nci tuan [a-kirikkir k-okkwot cik]ADJUNCT 
 F-Loti -moved from house F-dark C-was there 

‘Loti left the house while it was dark,’ (B12) 

 
(67) a-kw-oingkat [puccuk anakka a-kw-okko ci i-thupu'ru]ADJUNCT 
 F-3S-went until when F-3S-arrived to in-valley 

‘and traveled until he arrived in the valley.’ (B13) 

                                                 
3 Two exceptions are noted. 1) When the noun phrase begins with the vowel {a}, the clitic attaches to the 
following word to avoid confusion (Appo a-kkakat ‘Tocho F-came’ A2). 2) When the past tense auxilary verb    
–okat is used, the clitic can only be attached to a verb following the auxilary, and never preceding (oLotti 

acakuruk p-okat cik a-kw-opakkot ‘Lotti also C-was there F-3S-returning’ B21). 
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(68) [Anakka okin theot]T-H a-kin ø-othiat licok no mu'rol [a-l-icat 
 When they went F-they -found goats on stones F-C-laying 
 

(68) cik]EMB 

 down 
‘When they arrived, they found goats lying down on stones.’ (B29) 

 
Verb concords are normally required following subject noun phrases without the clitic. 

For example in (69), the verbs p-oingkathe and p-ellat both have a concord. In each, the prefix 
p- is the singular person concord (PC) which marks agreement with singular pronouns, 
kinship terms, and personal names. The referential prefix o- in oLotti is required on names, 
kinship terms, and independent pronouns regardless of their position in the clause, except 
when used as vocatives. However, the o- prefix is elided through coalescence when the 
connective a- is prefixed as in aLotti of (66) (Smits, 2007, p. 29).  
 
(69) oLotti p-oingkathe ci tuan a-kw-othiat [onnan p-ellat]EMC 
 Loti PC-went to house F-3S-found mother PC-not.present 

‘Loti went to the house and found that his mother had not arrived at the house.’ (B9) 
 

Although the verb concord is required without the clitic, the concord is not required 
when a- is prefixed to a subject noun phrase, personal name, or independent pronoun of the 
same clause. In this way, a- functions as a topic marker. It marks the activated participant or 
topic in topic-comment clauses, doing away with the need for the verb concord when it is 
used on the immediately preceding subject noun phrase. This is the default encoding of verb 
concords following a- in subject noun phrases. But, in their marked use to highlight the 
clause, verb concords occur along with the preceding clitic.  
 

The agreement marker is not needed on the verb urukat of (66) and othiat of (68) which 
follow noun phrases with the attached clitic. However, the agreement marker k- is attached to 
the verb k-okkwot cik in (66) following the clitic on the subject a-kirikkir. Here in the inciting 
incident, the agreement marker is added to emphasize the clause which states that it was dark, 
since that is a crucial fact to keep in mind later in the narrative when Loti can't see very well 
what he thinks is a leopard. 
 

In B5, the concord following the connective on the noun phrase (a-Lotti p-aat ‘F-Loti C-
came') is used to highlight the first event of the first episode, thus separating foreground 
information from the background information of the preceding setting. In B16 of the climax, 
the concord following the connective on the noun phrase (A-papu p-en p-'rat ‘F-thing C-that 
C-refuse') is used to emphasize that the creature refused to run after being shouted at and that 
the boy was potentially in danger, thus creating tension. 
 
2.2 Foregrounding 
 
Lumun has a distinct way of showing foregrounded clauses in narrative texts. A nuclear 
clause is normally foregrounded if it has the clitic a-. In addition, foregrounded clauses have 
topic-comment articulation. The clause of (70) represents a typical topic-comment 
foregrounded clause, where the topic is activated or old information and the comment is new 
information with predicate focus.  
 
  topic___________ _  comment   
(70) A-Lotti ana pu'rit p-en oingkat i-thun 
 F-Loti and young.man C-that went in-together 

‘Loti and the young man went together.’ (B28) 
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The unmarked structure of nuclear clauses in narratives includes both the clitic and topic-

comment articulation, and nearly all nuclear clauses in narrative texts have these features.  
 
2.3 Backgrounding 
 
Nuclear clauses without a conjunction are normally backgrounded, an exception being some 
foregrounded clauses without a connector used to highlight a peak episode (see section 2.1.2). 
Pre-nuclear clauses are also backgrounded, and post-nuclear clauses in general encode 
background information.  
 

Backgrounded nuclear clauses are most common in the setting, although not all nuclear 
clauses of the setting are necessarily backgrounded. In Boy and Goat all nuclear clauses of the 
setting (B1-4) are backgrounded, and so are most of the clauses in Hedgehog and Rabbit. 
However, in Dog and Pig and Arrantheli texts, none of the nuclear clauses in the setting are 
backgrounded.  
 

 _________presentational focus___________________   

(71) C-a'ri c-e'rek c-okat cik catherepe ana cïmïnterï 

 time C-certain C-was there rabbit and hedgehog 
‘Once there was a rabbit and a hedgehog.’ (H1a) 

 
 topic         comment _____________________________________________ 
(72) okin th-aththonat ukul w-'rek i-opari w-oporththere 

 they C-were.courting young.lady C-certain who-female C-beautiful 
‘They were courting a beautiful young lady.’ (H1b) 
 
The clauses of (71-72) are in the setting and are backgrounded. So are the clauses of 

(73-74) which introduce a new participant in the middle of the narrative. Some background 
clauses have presentational focus such as the common construction for introducing 
participants of (71, 73). Other background clauses such as (72, 74) have topic-comment 
articulation. In (74), the topic is only encoded by the agreement marker th-.  
 
 _________presentational focus________________________________ 
(73) Thomocco th'rek th-okat cik th-occot k'ran itti Okarththum 
 old.man other C-was  C-given name that Khartoum 

‘A certain old man named Khartoum’ (B18) 

 
 

 _____comment_______________________ 
(74) th-onat Kaman iccik ko ka'ran k-en 
 C-had house near of place C-that 

‘had a house nearby.’ (B18) 
 

The auxiliary verb th-okat cik ‘C-was’ in (73) is commonly used for background 
clauses. Otherwise, more analysis is needed on the verb system to determine which verb 
form(s) is used for foreground and which is used for background.  
 

Post-nuclear clauses are introduced by one or more connectives. In general, they encode 
background information, irrespective of the function of the post-nuclear clause. In (75) the 
adjunct clause is introduced by the connector a- to mean ‘in order to’ without any other 
connectors. As an adjunct of purpose, it gives descriptive background information. The same 
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is true of the adjunct of (76) which is introduced with other connectors. The connector a- 
which marks foreground in nuclear clauses is not used to mark foreground in post-nuclear 
clauses, but rather to highlight clauses as discussed in 2.1.2. As mentioned in 1.5, the 
functions of post-nuclear clauses observed in Boy and Goat are to describe location, time, 
simultaneous occurrence, extent, manner, purpose, reason, or result. 
 

(75) a-kurukat uo tuan a-kw-othokwancot thu'rit 

 F-start.moved going house F-3S-look.for food 
‘(Loti) went down to the house in order to look for food.’ (B8) 

 

(76) A-kw-appeekat po're cittan othakka itti a-p-ollo 
 F-3S-shouted voice loud in.order that F-C-run 

‘Then he shouted loudly so that it would run’ (B16b) 

 
There may be a few subordinate or other post-nuclear clauses in the language that 

encode foreground information such as the adjunct of extent in (77).  
 

(77) a-kw-oingkat puccuk anakka a-kw-okko ci i-thupu'ru 

 F-3S-went until when F-3S-arrived to in-valley 
‘and traveled until he arrived in the valley.’ (B13) 

 
There are a few nuclear clauses with event verbs having no clitic. These are analyzed as 

secondary events, having less importance for the story or not moving the story forward in the 
same way as other nuclear clauses. Although the clauses of (78-79) appear to encode the same 
type of information as foreground clauses, since they have no clitic, they are analyzed as 
secondary event clauses.  
 

(78) OLotti poingkathe ci tuan 

 Loti went to.until house 
‘Loti went to the house.’ (B9) 
 

(79) a'rupu i-llet okuntakat no tuwe nuthuk 

 things which-died remained in lake ?? 
‘Animals were left dead in the lake.’ (D3) 

 
It may be that a secondary event can also be marked by a displaced connector a-, 

occurring on the verb following a subject noun phrase instead of on the noun phrase. The 
clause of (80) is a flashback to B15-17 when Loti was shouting at the ‘leopard', trying to scare 
it away. It is background information given as a second reason why Loti did not hear the old 
man's response (the first reason given in B20 was that he was too scared). The verb in the 
clause is identical to the beginning verb of the parallel sentence of B22 which follows, except 
that the verb of (80) includes the auxiliary p-okat cik ‘C-was’ to indicate imperfect aspect, 
namely that the action of returning was going on while he was shouting. The clause in (80) is 
an event and would be foreground since it has the connective a- if it were not for the fact that 
the clause has the auxiliary verb and the connective is in the wrong place. Because a- is not 
prefixed to the beginning of the subject noun phrase oLotti, the clause is marked as a 
secondary event and not foregrounded.  
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(80) øøøø    Olotti acakuruk p-okat cik a-kw-opakkot n-cu're 

  Loti also C-was  F-3S-returning with-back 
‘Loti was running backwards (as he was calling).’ (B21) 

 
2.4 Highlighting 
 
Highlighting, or using grammatical features to show special importance, can be for either 
individual clauses or for entire episodes. So far, we have discussed several ways the language 
highlights important clauses. In (36) of 1.4, we saw how a tail-head linkage slows the pace of 
the narrative and helps to introduce the ‘punch line’ of the conclusion. In 2.1.2, we saw how 
the coordinating conjunction alone can introduce a nuclear clause to emphasize restrictive 
focus, how the clitic alone can introduce a pre-nuclear clause, and how the superfluous clitic 
(along with subordinate conjunctions) can introduce pre and post-nuclear clauses. In 2.1.3, we 
saw three examples of the superfluous concord following noun phrases with the clitic—one to 
mark the beginning of the first episode, one in the inciting incident, and one in the climax. 
The latter two clauses are highlighted as containing information significant for the 
development of the story. In 2.1.2, we also saw how the absence of the clitic in several 
nuclear clauses of the climax highlights the episode as being the peak of the narrative. 
 

In addition, the language highlights prominent episodes by repetition, parallel clauses, 
a different proportion of adjuncts, added verb morphemes, shorter sentences or clauses, a 
difference in reported speech, and changes in the participant reference system. All of these 
highlighting tools are found in more than one text, and some of them are found in all four 
texts analyzed. 
 

The climax of Boy and Goat is divided into two paragraphs: B15b-18 where Loti 
shouts at the ‘leopard’ and an old man hears him, and B19-23 where Loti runs to a nearby 
village. The beginning lines of the climax contain parallel clauses shown in (81) and (83) 
which are identical except for the verb form. The verb a-kw-app-eekat of (83) contains an 
added verb morpheme -app- ‘again'4 which is not included in the verb in (81). Similarly, the 
main verb p-'rat ‘refuse’ of (82) is repeated in (84) but with an added verb morpheme -ka-.

5
 

The final verb of (84) is not repeated, but includes the repetitive morpheme –akk-. The more 
basic form of the same verb is a-kw-akkaro ‘F-3S-calling'. The parallel clause and repeated 
verbs slow down the events they describe, emphasizing them as some of the most intense in 
the narrative. The three added verb morphemes build tension or make the events more 
dramatic.  
 
(81) a-kw-oco'rat a-kw-ee-ka-t m-po're cittan othakka itti a-p-ollo 
 F-3S-stood F-3S-shouted with-voice loud in.order.to so.that F-C-run 

‘He stopped and shouted with a loud voice so that it would run away.’ (B15) 

 

(82) A-papu p-en p-'rat a-p-oco'ro icci 

 F-thing C-that C-refuse F-C-was.standing quiet 
‘The thing remained standing quietly.’ (B16) 

                                                 
4 The meaning of -app- is ‘again’ (Smits, personal correspondence) 
5 The morpheme -ka- is not an intensifier or repetitive morphome, but it is a morpheme indicating that the action 
follows on a preceding action (Smits, personal correspondence). 
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(83) A-kw-app-ee-ka-t m-po're cittan othakka itti a-p-ollo 

 F-3S-again-shouted with-voice loud in.order that F-C-run 
‘Then he shouted again loudly so that it would run,’ (B16) 

 
(84) a-p-'r-ka-t cik a-kw-ikkat cik a-kw-akk-akkaro 
 F-C-refused  F-3S-started  F-he-REP-calling 

‘But it refused and he began calling out.’ (B17) 
 

In the second paragraph of the climax, a second set of parallel clauses in (85-86) slows 
down the action. The verb opakkot ‘returns’ is repeated again in (88). Although there are no 
added verb morphemes, the nuclear clauses of (85-88) have a much higher proportion of 
adjuncts (1.5 adjuncts to 1 nuclear clause) compared with other nuclear clauses in the text (.6 
to 1).  
 
(85) Olotti acakuruk p-okat cik a-kw-opakkot n-cu're [akka...]ADJT 

 Loti also C-was  F-3S-returning with-back when 
‘Loti was running backwards as (he called),’ (B21) 

 
(86) a-kw-opakkot n-cu're [puccuk a-kw-othiat kakung a-kkw-aik pellek]ADJT 

 F-3S-returns with-back until F-he-found himself F-he-was alone 
‘going back to a place where he was alone,’ (B22) 

 

(87) a-kkw-oththet no papu p-en [na p-okat cik a-p-oc'ro]ADJT 

 F-3S-left at thing C-that where C-was  F-C-standing 
‘leaving the thing where it was standing.’ (B23a) 

 
(88) A-kw-oparattakat a-kw-ollat opakkot [i-carak co man]ADJT 

 F-3S-turned F-3S-ran returns in-stomach of house 
‘He turned and ran back to the village.’(B23b) 

 
The conclusion of Boy and Goat is B24-32a where a young man returns with Loti and 

the ‘leopard’ is discovered to be a goat. In these lines, the pace of the narrative accelerates by 
having fewer words and clauses per sentence. Ignoring the opening long sentence of the 
conclusion, the conclusion sentences have proportionally fewer words (8.5 words to 1 
sentence) than those of the other episodes in the text (18.3 to 1). The conclusion sentences 
have fewer nuclear clauses (1 clause to 1 sentence) compared with those of other episodes of 
the text (2.6 to 1). In this way, the language increases the pace of the narrative to build 
excitement.  
 

Repetition is also used in the inciting incident and climax of Dog and Pig. Parallel 
clauses are also found in the first inciting incident of Dog and Pig as well as in the climax of 
Arrantheli. A higher proportion of post-nuclear subordinate clauses are found in the climax of 
Arrantheli and the inciting incidents of Dog and Pig. In Hedgehog and Rabbit, post-nuclear 
subordinate clauses are used to emphasize key outcomes in the first inciting incident (H10), 
climax (H27), and conclusion (H29). Added verb morphemes of intensification are found in 
the climax of Arrantheli and Hedgehog and Rabbit, and in the inciting incident of Dog and 
Pig. In Arrantheli the sentences of the conclusion are shorter compared with those of the rest 
of the narrative. In Hedgehog and Rabbit, the clauses of the inciting incident are shorter than 
those of the rest of the narrative. 
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In 3.4, a relative clause is shown to slow down the narrative directly before the inciting 
incident in Boy and Goat. In section 4, it is noted that reported speech is used differently in 
each text, but usually to highlight a prominent episode and to create interest. In section 5, it 
will be discussed how participant reference also highlights prominent episodes.  
 
Table 3: Translator tools for background, foregrounding, and highlighting 
Translation need Example Lumun grammatical tool 
highlighting 
nuclear clauses 

But øøøø Pig split meat only, 
he put in roof to dry (53) 

A nuclear clause can be highlighted (a) by an absence of 
the discourse clitic following a coordinating conjunction 
(53), 

F-darkness C-was there 
(66) 

(b) or by a superfluous (non-required) use of the 
agreement marker following the connective a- on subject 
noun phrases (66). 

highlighting post-
nuclear or 
embedded clauses  

in order to so that F-run 

(47) 
he left that thing where 
was F-standing (63) 

An adjunct, which describes the clause's action, may be 
highlighted by a superfluous use of the clitic a- in 
subordinate clauses along with adverbials (47, 60-63) or 
in relative clauses along with the relativiser (63). 

highlighting pre-
nuclear clauses 

Dog ate the meat which 
was on the roof which had 
been cut. F-(when)-it was 
finished, he went (64) 

A pre-nuclear clause can be highlighted (a) by being 
introduced only by the discourse clitic (64), 

when F-he finished these 
words, he saw men of 
Lumun coming (65) 

(b) or by a superfluous use of the clitic in tail-head 
linkage along with adverbials (65). 

marking 
foregrounded 
clauses 

F-Loti and the young man 
went together (70) 

Foregrounded clauses are nuclear clauses with topic-
comment articulation and with the connective a- 
prefixed to the subject noun phrase (or to the agreement 
marker or incorporated pronoun if there is no subject 
noun phrase) (70). 

marking 
backgrounded 
clauses 

øøøø old.man certain was 
given the name Khartoum 
(73) 

Pre-nuclear clauses, nuclear clauses without the 
connective a- (71-74), and post-nuclear clauses in 
general (75-76) are backgrounded. 

marking 
secondary events 

øøøø Loti went to house (78) A clause with an event verb is marked as a secondary 
event when the normal foregrounding marker a- is 
absent, or the marker is on the verb instead of on the 
head noun of the subject noun phrase (78-80). 

highlighting 
important 
episodes 

øøøø Lumun pushed them 
back to it, øøøø Tocco found 
there (55) 

The inciting incident, climax and conclusion may be 
highlighted (a) by an absence of the clitic in nuclear 
clauses (55-57), 

he stopped and shouted 
with a loud voice so that 
it would run (81) he 
shouted with a loud 
voice so that it would 
run (83) 

(b) by parallel clauses (81, 83 and 85, 86), 

he-(ak)-refused he-started 
he-REP(akk)-calling (84) 

(c) by added verb morphemes -app- (83), –ka- (84),  –
akk- (84), 

The thing refused, 
standing quietly (82) but it 
refused and he began 
calling out (84) 

(d) by repeated verbs (84, 88), 

 (e) by a higher proportion of adjuncts (2.4), 
 (f) by fewer words and clauses per sentence (2.4). 
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3. Connectives 
 
There are six coordinating conjunctions, nine subordinating conjunctions, two relativisers, and 
one complementiser used in the texts. The default way of coordinating clauses of the main 
events of the narrative is with the connective a-. Other coordinating conjunctions are used for 
marked purposes (3.1). Subordinating conjunctions in pre-nuclear clauses rarely present 
completely new information (3.2), but those of post nuclear clauses commonly do. Further, 
post-nuclear clauses rarely encode active (old) information (3.3). The relativisers i- and na 
‘where’ are used for restrictive (identifying) relative clauses and the complementiser itti ‘that’ 
is used for non-restrictive (descriptive) relative clauses (3.4). Whereas subordinate post-
nuclear clauses are used as verb adjuncts, relative clauses with itti are used as verb 
complements.  
 
3.1 Coordinating conjunctions 
 
The coordinating conjunctions are listed in table 4 along with details and examples.  
 
Table 4: Coordinating conjunctions 
connector gloss line # Joins Default position Pragmatic effect 
a- and, 

then, in 
order to, 
so that 

(51 times in 
B text) 

clauses prefixed to 
subject noun 
phrase or verb 

additive for parallelism; adding 
propositions of unspecified 
relevance 

(A-) Loti locked up the animals and (a-) went down to the house in order to (a-) look for food. 
(B8) 

ana and, 
then 

B1,3,5,7,14,
14,A6,H2,2, 
H9,11,D12 

constituents, 
clauses, 
sentences 

preceding 
pre-nuclear 
clause 

additive for parallelism; adding 
propositions of at least as great of 
relevance; can add a new 
developmental unit 

At the time of darkness, Loti left the house while it was dark and traveled until he arrived in 
the valley which goes down to Toijang. And (ana) in the exact middle of the road, he saw 
something coloured and (ana) looked like a leopard (B13-15a) 

mana even B7 clauses clause initial additive for confirmation of the least 
likely possibility 

He found that the flour did not exist and even (ana mana) the porridge did not exist. (B6-7) 
acakuruk also B21, D2 sentences preceding 

nuclear clause 
additive for parallelism; adding 
propositions with a different 
predicate and the same subject 

The flood was very great and also (acakuruk) killed the domestic and wild animals (D2) 
ittina then, so A12,25,29A

33, H15, D6, 
D19 

sentences preceding 
nuclear clause 

development marker; shows a new 
significant step which may or may 
not be in reaction to a previous 
event  

 Then (ittina), since the meat was spoiled, the dog family had no food as if in a famine. (D19) 
anaruk but B20, D15,20 sentenc

es 
preceding 
nuclear clause 

countering connective as a concessive; 
countering connective with an 
unexpected or contrastive proposition.  

When the old man heard the shouting, he grunted a reply, but (anaruk) because Loti was 
afraid, he did not hear when Khartoum answered (B19-20) 

 
As discussed in 2.1.1, the difference between the additives a- and ana, among other 

things, is that a- adds propositions of unspecified relevance and ana adds propositions of at 
least as great of relevance. In post-nuclear clauses, a- has the meaning ‘so that, in order to’ 
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(B8, 10), ‘and, then’ (B12, 22, 24, 30), and the function of highlighting (B13, 15, 16, 21, 22, 
23). In B21, the additive acakuruk ‘also’ adds a second reason why Loti did not hear the old 
man (in addition to being afraid)—because he was returning back, going away from the old 
man. The concessive anaruk ‘but’ in B19-20 indicates the unexpected proposition ‘Loti did 
not hear (the old man's reply)'.  
 

The concessive of (89) is made by countering a negative with a positive—'not X, but 
Y'. The word ikkere ‘seems’ functions as a countering marker.  
 
(89) okoronnoka papokira akk-okiccer-ung ikkere licok akka ngkw-imat 
 not leopard FOC-chased-you seems goats when you-saw 

‘It was not a leopard that chased you; it seems it was goats that you saw!’ (B30-31) 

 
The word ittina can also function as a demonstrative pronoun ‘like this'. In (90), the 

pronoun references the preceding Rabbit's speech. See A9 for another example.  

 
(90) Manakka cïmïnterï c-occikothe ittina a-c-ollat 
 when hedgehog C-heard like.this F-C-ran 

‘When the hedgehog heard this, he fled.’(H10) 

 
3.2 Subordinating conjunctions in pre-nuclear clauses 
 
The subordinating conjunctions in pre-nuclear clauses are listed in table 5 along with details 
and examples.  
 
Table 5: Subordinating conjunctions in pre-nuclear clauses 
connector gloss line # clause function information type 
anakka when, 

while 
B11,15,19,24,29,
29; D11 

PoD,  
T-H linkage of events 

active, accessible from the 
schema 

In the exact middle of the road he saw something coloured that looked like a leopard. When 
(anakka) he saw it he stopped and shouted with a loud voice (B15) 

akka when A1,4,23,25,37;D3
H6,24,27 

PoD,  
T-H linkage of events 

active, accessible from the 
schema, implied from context 

It (flood) came with dead animals in the lake. When (akka) the flood waters went down, the 
dead animals remained (D2-3) 

akka because B20, H17 reason PoD implied from context 
When the old man heard the shouting, he grunted a reply, but because (akka) Loti was afraid, 
he did not hear when Khartoum answered (B19-20) 

manakka then 
when 

A9,16,30;H10,20,
26,26 

PoD,  
T-H linkage of events, highlights 
events of following main clause(s) 

active, accessible from 
the schema, implied 
from context 

he (Rabbit) made a whistling sound. When (manakka) Hedgehog heard the whistling sound, 
and when (manakka) he (Rabbit) was about to repeat it, Hedgehog jumped (H26)  

amma if, when B1,H8,12,17,18, 
H19, A34 

conditional or T-H PoD, T-
H linkage of background 
information 

accessible from the schema, 
implied from context, new 

At a certain time it was autumn in Lumun land, and when (amma) autumn comes, people who 
have animals move them into the forest further inside the home area (B1); "Friend, if (amma) 
you do not run now, I will kill you, putting you in the grave!" (H8-9) 

 
The only function of pre-nuclear subordinate clauses in the text is for points of 

departure (PoD), most of which are tail-head linkage (see sections 1.3 and 1.4 for examples). 
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There is rarely any completely new information presented by such clauses, although (H8) is 
one example. Rather, they present active information (B15, 24), information that is 
immediately accessible from the schema (B1, 11, 19, 29, 29), or implied from the context 
(B20, H26).  
 

Certain connectors are used differently from one text to another. The Boy and Goat text 
makes a distinction between akka ‘because’ and anakka ‘when', Dog and Pig makes a 
distinction between akka ‘when’ and anakka ‘while', and Hedgehog and Rabbit uses akka for 
the two different functions--'because’ and ‘when'. Both the adverbials manakka ‘then when’ 
and akka ‘when’ are used in Hedgehog and Rabbit and Arrantheli texts, and manakka seems 
to be a marked connector which highlights the events of the following nuclear clause(s), much 
like a development marker. The connector akka is used in pre-nuclear clauses, but can also be 
used as an adverbial in post-nuclear clauses (see 3.3). The adverbial anakka ‘when’ is 
normally used for tail-head linkage in event-line episodes and begins new sentences, but can 
also be used as a post-nuclear subordinating conjunction (see 3.3). The connector amma ‘if, 
when’ normally functions as a conditional, but is also used for tail-head linkage introducing 
background information in the setting.  
 
3.3 Subordinating conjunctions in post-nuclear clauses 
 
Subordinating conjunctions in post-nuclear clauses are listed in table 6 below along with 
details and examples.  
 
Table 6: Subordinating conjunctions in post-nuclear clauses 
connector gloss line # clause function information type 
itti in order that B5,15,16,A3, 

30,D4,9,16 
adjunct of purpose new, repeated in a parallel sentence or 

T-H linkage 
He went in order to (itti) gather things to cook (B5) 

othakka so that B15,16 adjunct of purpose new, repeated in a parallel sentence 
he stopped and shouted with a loud voice so that (othakka itti) it would run away (B15) 

puccuk until B13,22,32 adjunct of extent New 
he went back until (puccuk) he found that he was alone (B22) 

mono until, still B32,A32,35,H
10,18,27,29 

adjunct of extent New 

Lumun killed all the Tocho until (mono) only two ran away (A32) 
anakka when B13 adjunct of extent New 

he traveled until (puccuk anakka) he arrived in the valley which goes down to Toijang (B13) 
akka when, 

because, so 
B20,21,31,A13
D17,H7,20,22 

adjunct of simultaneous 
occurrence, result, reason 

new, implied by context, 
active 

he did not hear when (akka) Khartoum answered him (B20) 
 

Post-nuclear subordinate clauses are adjuncts of the nuclear clause. They most commonly 
encode completely new information, but also encode information implied by the context, and 
occasionally encode active information. The adverbial othakka ‘so that’ is only used as a 
coordinating conjunction preceding the adverbial itti ‘in order that'. The adverbial anakka 
‘when’ is only used in a post-nuclear clause following the subordinate conjunction puccuk 
‘until'.  
 
3.4 Relative clauses 
 
In the texts, there are two types of restrictive relative clauses (beginning with i- ‘which, who’ 
or na ‘where'), which help identify referents, and one type of non-restrictive relative clause, 
which gives further information to the clause in which it is placed. All types can present new 
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information to the narrative, and restrictive clauses can also reiterate active information. The 
restrictive clause with relativiser i- ‘which, who’ (B1, 4, 14, 27, A6, 19, 23, 41, 43, H2, D2, 3, 
16, 17) gives thematic information, marks the head noun as salient, or slows down the 
narrative in a prominent episode such as the inciting incident or climax. The relativiser 
follows a head noun (although not always immediately afterwards) and most often its subject 
is replaced by the relativiser. For the relativiser na ‘where’ (B23, 26, A26, 27), the adjunct or 
object of a preposition of the relative clause is replaced by the relativiser. Clauses with this 
relativiser may encode active or implied information and can mark the location identified as 
salient. Non-restrictive clauses are complements of the verb, have the complementiser itti 
‘that’ (B3, 4, 18, 24, 27, 30, 32, A26), and encode new information.  
 

In (91) and (92), the relativiser (REL) i- introduces two clauses, one which helps 
identify the subject ul ‘people', and one which helps identify the object of the preposition –
thupu'ru ‘valley’ (see B27 for a clause which helps identify a direct object). The relative 
clause of (91) is in the beginning of the setting and helps introduce the theme of raising 
animals. The relative clause of (92) is a highlighting device that slows down the narrative just 
before the inciting incident in the following clause.  
 
(91) ul i-onu a'rupu wo tua w-urukot i-pira thuput nti icarak 
 people REL-has things of wool C-move in-tree forest from inside of 
 

(91) coman 
 Area 

‘People who have animals move them into the forest further inside the home area.’(B1)  

 
(92) a-kw-oingkat puccuk anakka a-kw-okko ci i-thupu'ru i-thuwo 
 F-3S-went until when F-3S-arrived to in-valley REL-goes.down 
 

(92) Thoicang 
 Toijang 

‘And traveled until he arrived in the valley which goes down to Toijang.’ (B13) 

 
In (93), a theme of Hedgehog and Rabbit is emphasized with the restrictive relative 

clause introducing the girl in the setting. Both Hedgehog and Rabbit compete for the girl's 
affection throughout the story.  

 
(93) okin th-aththonat ukul w-e'rek i-opari w-oporththere 
 they C-were.having young.lady C-certain REL-female C-beautiful 

‘They were courting a certain beautiful young lady.’ (H1b) 
 

In the relative clause of (94), the object of the preposition in ngin ‘from it’ is replaced by 
the relativiser. The relative clause identifies the place as the one referred to in the previous 
speech of the Lumun chief as the right place from which to fight the Tocho. Therefore, the 
relative clause encodes active (old) information and slows down the narrative to highlight the 
action of the following main clause—blow the horn to begin the battle, which is the beginning 
of the climax of the narrative.  

 
(94) akka okin th-oincet na'ran i-a-ili w-i'rethe kin ngin kicce 
 when they PC-went place REL-F-chief C-told them from.it good 

‘When they went to the place where chief had told them was good,...(A23) 
 

There are two restrictive relative clauses in (95) which both help identify the noun kapa 
‘meat'. Both encode active information and do so because the meat is salient (significant) for a 
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following development of the narrative. The meat the dog eats from the roof contrasts with 
the other meat he unwisely put in his storehouse without proper preservation. The meat on the 
roof is highlighted here because later he finds himself without any meat at all and begins to 
starve. 
 

(95) A-thuk o'rakkat kapa i-kokat i-wet i-k-okkuttat 
 F-dog ate meat REL-was in-roof REL-C-was.split 

‘The dog ate the meat which was on the roof which had been cut.’ (D16) 
 

The relativiser na ‘where’ introduces restrictive clauses which identify the location of 
an action or the location of a noun. In (96), the relativiser replaces the adjunct of location for 
the relative clause. The relative clause itself is an adjunct of location for the nuclear clause 
and identifies the place of action. The information given by the relative clause is active—the 
clause makes reference to the stand-off between Loti and the ‘leopard’ on the location. The 
place is salient since, in the conclusion of the story, it is revisited and helps reveal the identity 
of the supposed ‘leopard'.  
 

(96) a-kw-oththet no papu p-en na p-okat cik a-p-oc'ro 
 F-3S-left at thing C-that where C-was  F-C-standing 

‘He (Loti) left the thing where it was standing.’ (B23) 
 

In (97), the relativiser na- prefixes to the pronoun subject of the relative clause. The 
object of the preposition in ‘from it’ is replaced by the relativiser. The relative clause itself is 
an adjunct of the verb w-allot ‘C-run’ and identifies the location of this action. The 
information given by the relative clause is implied by the context; although the location the 
Tocho passed through upon arrival was not previously mentioned, it is implied that they pass 
through some location. The location is salient because it is the place where the Lumun were 
expecting the Tocho to run so that they could trap and kill them, as happens in the following 
lines of the climax.  
 
(97) a-n-akkat itti w-allot na-kin th-aththat ngin mai. 
 F-3P-tried that C-run where-they PC-came from.it before 

‘They (Tocho) tried to run where they had come from before.’ (A27) 
 

The complementiser itti ‘that’ introduces non-restrictive complement clauses giving 
further information to the main clause. In (97) the complement clause required by the verb a-
n-akkat ‘F-they-tried’ specifies what the Tocho tried to do, and gives new information. In 
(98), the complementiser itti introduces a relative clause that is a complement of the verb 
phrase p-okat cik a-p-okuccekot cik. The verb phrase functions as a modifier of the direct 
object pu'rit ‘young.man’ along with the adjective p-'rek ‘C-other'. 
 

(98) a-kw-othiat pu'rit p-'rek p-okat cik a-p-okuccekot cik itti p-aeo 

 F-3S-found young.man C-other C-was  F-C-preparing  that C-go 

(98) eththuk 

 animals 
‘He found a certain young man preparing to go to the animal grazing grounds.’ (B26) 

 
The standard construction for introducing participants or giving the name of a place 

(B4) is with the complementiser itti as in (99). The relative clause itti Olotti may be a 
complement of the verb phrase w-okat cik w-occot k'ran ‘C-was C-given name'. As seen in 
section 4, the complementiser itti is also used to introduce direct quotations which are 
complements of the speech verb.  
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(99) Ukkul w-'rek w-okat cik w-occot k'ran itti Olotti 

 boy C-other C-was  C-given name that Loti 
‘A certain boy named Loti’(B3) 

 

 
Table 7: Translator tools for connectives 
Translation 
need 

Examples Lumun grammatical tool 

additives of 
parallelism 

F(a)-moved going house F(a)-he 
looks for food (B8) 

a) The additive a- ‘and, then’ adds propositions of 
unspecified relevance (table 4 in 3.1); 

Pig goes collects (meat) and (ana) 
puts in storehouse (D11) 

b) the additive ana ‘and’ adds propositions of at 
least as great of relevance (table 4 in 3.1); 

and also (acakuruk) killed the 
domestic and wild animals (D2) 

c) the additive acakuruk ‘also’ adds propositions 
with a different predicate and the same subject 
(table 4 in 3.1). 

additive of 
confirmation 

and even (ana mana) the porridge did 
not exist. (B6-7) 

The additive mana ‘even’ confirms the least 
likely possibility (table 4 in 3.1). 

countering 
concessive 

but (anaruk) because Loti was afraid, 
he did not hear when Khartoum 
answered (B19-20) 

The countering additive anaruk ‘but’ with an 
unexpected proposition (table 4 in 3.1). 

development 
marker 

Then (ittina), since the meat was 
spoiled, the dog family had no food as 
if in a famine (B19-20) 

The development marker ittina ‘then’ introduces a 
significant step which may or may not be in 
reaction to a previous event (table 4 in 3.1). 

encoding old 
information 

-When (anakka) he saw it, he stopped 
and shouted (B15); 
-When (akka) the flood waters went 
down (D2-3); 
-When (manakka) Hedgehog heard 
the whistling sound (H26); 
-When (amma) autumn comes(B1); 
-because (akka) Loti was afraid, 
(B19-20) 

a) Information that is active, accessible from the 
scheme, or inferred from a previous context is 
encoded in points of departure in pre-nuclear 
clauses introduced by the connectors anakka 

‘when’ and akka ‘when’ (for tail-head linkage of 
events), manakka ‘then when’ (to highlight events 
of nuclear clause following tail-head linkage), 
amma ‘when’ (for tail-head linkage of 
background information), and akka ‘because’ (as 
a reason point of departure) (table 5 in 3.2);  

-he did not hear when (akka) 
Khartoum answered him (B20); 
-so that (othakka itti) it would run 
(B16) 

b) Active information can be encoded in post-
nuclear subordinate clauses introduced by akka 
‘when’ (adjunct of extent) or in repeated (parallel 
clauses) by othakka itti ‘so that’ (table 6 in 3.3). 

encoding 
new 
information, 
introducing 
the theme, 
slowing 
down the 
narrative, or 
marking a 
noun as 
salient 

"Friend, if (amma) you do not run 
now, I will kill you" (H8-9) 

a) New information can be encoded in pre-nuclear 
conditional clauses introduced by amma ‘if’ (3.2); 

-He went in order to (itti) gather 
things to cook (B5); 
-so that (othakka itti) it would run 
(B15); 
-he went back until (puccuk) he found 
that he was alone (B22); 
-Lumun killed all the Tocho until 
(mono) only two ran away (A32); 
-he traveled until (puccuk anakka) he 
arrived in the valley (B13); 
-"people will gather to you so (akka) I 
don’t die" (H20) 

b) New information can also be encoded in post-
nuclear subordinate clauses by itti ‘in order that’ 
and othakka ‘so that’ (adjunct of purpose), puccuk 
‘until’ and mono ‘until’ (adjuncts of extent), 
anakka ‘when’ (adjunct of simultaneous 
occurrence), and akka ‘because, so'‘ (adjunct of ) 
(table 6 in 3.3); 
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-They were courting a certain girl who 

was beautiful (93); 
-traveled until he arrived in valley 
which goes down to Toijang (92); 
-Dog ate the meat which was on the 

roof which had been cut (95) 

c) New information is encoded in restrictive 
relative clauses introduced by i- ‘which’ (91-95) 
or na ‘where’ (96-97); these clauses introduce the 
theme (91, 93), slow down the narrative (92, 94), 
or mark the head noun as salient (95, 96, 97); 

he found a certain young man 
preparing (itti) go to the animal 
grazing grounds (98) 

d) New information is also encoded in non-
restrictive relative clauses introduced by itti ‘that'; 
these clauses are complements, required by the 
verb (98-99). 

 

4. Reported speech 
 
The default way of reporting speech in Lumun is direct speech6 using first, second, and third 
person pronouns as if the speech is uttered verbatim. Speech orienters always precede 
reported speech, and the complementiser itti introduces speech as a complement of the 
orienter verb phrase. Normally, there is no special marking on speech verbs, and speech 
orienters are treated the same as other foregrounded clauses. The most common verbs for 
introducing speech are i'rekat ‘said.to, told’ and omekat ‘said.to, told, requested', both of 
which are transitive verbs. Of the 19 speech orienter verbs in the four texts, only two of them 
were in the present/imperfective form (ere) of i'rekat; the rest were past/completive. 
 
(100) A-pu'rit p-en omekath-ok itti O'rikoth-in i-reo 

 F-young.man C-that requested-him that Wait.for-us(ex) in-so 
 

(100) i-raththe'ra 

 which-go.together 

 ‘The young man told him, “Wait so that we may go together.”’ (B27) 

 
(101) a-kw-i'rekath-ok itti Kaththa atti ngkw-aik p-oporot 
 F-3S-said.to-3S that how.I.hope you-are C-good 
  ‘He (Hedgehog) said to her, "I really hope that you are a good person."’ (H13) 
 
(102) A-ukul omekat itti Ïï mp-aik 
 F-girl said that Yes I-am 
   ‘The girl said, “Yes, I am good.”’ (H14) 
 

In (103), the verb onekkekat lon cik ‘put down word', is used to emphasize the long and 
important speech of the conclusion of Arrantheli story where the object lon ‘word’ is fronted 
before cik for emphasis. 
 
(103) Ittina Appo onekkekat lon cik itti "..." 
 Then Tocco put word down  that  

‘Then the Tocco declared, " . . .".’ (A38) 
 

As discussed in section 5.3.1, the default way of orienting a speech made by the 
addressee of the previous speech is with a pronoun or concord reference. In the text analyzed, 

                                                 
6 It is questionable whether there is any other way of reporting speech, but indirect speech may possibly be 
encoded without the pronouns or agreement markers (see lines 20-22 in Arrantheli). 
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there was no evidence that the speech orienters have a marked way of introducing couplets 
such as (101-102), a tight-knit conversation between only two people where one participant 
responds to the other. In Lumun, when a new speech couplet is made, a noun phrase, pronoun 
or concord can be used to reference the speaker, and the second speech of the couplet has the 
same options for reference. In other words, reference for speech orienters follows the 
participant reference encoding system of section 5.3, rather than a system having to do with 
speech couplets.  
 

In Boy and Goat the only speeches are in the conclusion, giving prominence to that 
important episode. The speech of (104-105) resolves the tension of danger created by the 
climax and is the main information needed for the closure to be understood (From this Loti 
received the name ‘friend of goats’). 
 

(104) A-pu'rit i'rekath-ok itti okoronnoka papokira akk-okiccer-ung 

 F-young.man told-him that not leopard FOC-chased-you 

  ‘The young man told him, “It was not a leopard that chased you;’ (B30) 

 

(105) ikkere licok akka ngkw-imat 

 seems goats when you-saw 

  ‘It seems you saw goats.”’ (B31) 

 
Reported speech commonly highlights prominent episodes of the four Lumun narratives 

analyzed; there is either a marked increase or decrease of speeches in peak episodes in 
comparison to other episodes. In Arrantheli, although there are speeches throughout, there is 
much less speaking in the climax (only one short speech followed by many action verbs), and 
the longest speech of the narrative begins the conclusion. In Hedgehog and Rabbit, the only 
speeches are in the inciting incidents.  
 
Table 8: Translator tool for reported speech 
Translation need Lumun grammatical tool 
highlighting important 
episodes 

A marked increase or decrease in reported speech highlights peak episodes. 

5. Participant reference 
 
The language can distinguish major and minor participants in their activation by articulation 
or use of the indefinite modifer (5.1). The main degrees of encoding for activated participant 
reference are noun phrase, pronoun, and no overt reference (5.2). There are four pairs of rules 
for the most common participant reference corresponding to subjects in nuclear and pre-
nuclear clauses, subjects in post-nuclear and embedded clauses, non-subject participants, and 
non-subject props (5.3). The language uses more or less participant reference encoding than 
expected for various discourse, pragmatic, and processing purposes (5.4). Direction words 
encode movement towards or away from centers of orientations (forest, house, village), which 
change according to the movement of the VIP if there is one in the text (5.5). 
 
5.1 Activation of participants 
 
“Notionally, major participants are those which are active for a large part of the narrative and 
play leading roles; minor participants are activated briefly and lapse into deactivation” 
(Dooley & Levinsohn 2001:119). By these definitions, we can say that Loti/boy is a major 
participant because he is active for the entire story; young man is a major participant because 
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he plays the leading role in the second part of the story, and the creature/goat is a minor 
participant because it is only briefly activated. 
 

In Lumun, activation of participants is straightforward and not unusual. Both major 
and minor participants can be marked by certain discourse grammatical features and are not 
often treated differently by the grammar. Thus, this section is organized according to various 
ways of introducing participants rather than according to the types of participants. Participants 
can be introduced with presentational focus, as objects in topic-comment articulations, or as 
topics. The word -'rek ‘certain’ is used to show that a participant is thematically salient and 
will be the topic in following clauses. Points of departure can be used immediately before the 
introduction of participants to highlight them as being significant for the development of the 
narrative.  
 

Presentational focus, using the verb phrase -okat cik ‘C-was place’, is common for 
major participants. Both (106) and (107) have presentational focus using the verb phrase and 
establish new mental representations involving participants. The word ‘rek is used in (106) to 
indicate that ukkul ‘boy’ is thematically salient. It is used in (107) to indicate that ca'ri ‘the 
time of the story’ is salient. 
 

(106) Ukkul w-'rek w-okat cik w-occot k'ran itti oLotti 

 boy C-certain C-was  C-given name that Loti 

‘A certain boy was given the name Loti.’ (B3a) 

 
(107) Ca'ri c-'rek c-okat cik catherepe ana cïmïnterï 
 time C-certain C-was  rabbit and hedgehog 

‘At a certain time there was a rabbit and a hedgehog.’ (H1a) 
 

Major and minor participants can both be introduced to existing mental representations 
as objects in the comment of topic-comment articulated sentences. Such participants are new 
information added to a schema already in the mind of the audience.  
 
(108) okin th-aththonat ukul w-e'rek i-opari w-oporththere 
 they C-were.having young.lady C-certain who-female C-beautiful 

‘They were courting a certain beautiful young lady.’(H1b) 
 

The participants in (109-110) are introduced as objects of perception verbs. The point of 
departure in the exact middle of the road precedes the introduction of the minor participant in 
(110) and is used to highlight it as being significant in the climax of the narrative when it 
scares Loti. The tail-head linkage when Loti arrived back in the village precedes the 
introduction of the major participant in (110) in order to highlight him as significant to the 
outcome of the narrative, since the young man helps Loti discover the true identity of the 
supposed ‘leopard’.  
 
(109) a-kw-imakat pape'rek i-kathar p-otheret ana p-ungkot 
 F-3S-saw something in-road C-spotted and C-looks.like 
 

(109) papokira 
 thing.of.trees 

‘(In the exact middle of the road) he saw something spotted that looked like a leopard.’ 
(B14b-15a) 
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(110) a-kw-othiat pu'rit p-'rek p-okat cik a-p-okuccekot cik itti 
 F-3S-found young.man C-certain C-was  F-C-preparing  that 
 

(110) p-aeo teththuk 
 C-go animal.place 

‘(When Loti arrived back in the village,) he found a certain young man preparing to go 
to the animal grazing grounds.’ (B24-25) 

 
Major and minor participants can also both be introduced as topics. At times, 

participants are assumed to be old information and therefore are not activated in the normal 
way. For example, in Boy and Goat, Loti is assumed to have a family who are the real owners 
of the animals. The only mention of his family is in sentence (111), where they are referred to 
by an independent pronoun okin ‘they’ as the topic of a topic-comment articulated clause. In 
this way, they are assumed to be already activated before this reference as any other old 
information articulated by a topic.  
 

(111) ana okin th-onat kuthuk k-en no ka'ran i-koccot k'ran itti 

 and they C-had animal.pens C-theirs at place which-given name that 
 

(111) Thoicang 

 Toijang 

 ‘and they had animals at the place named Toijang.’ (B3) 
   

In the folktale Dog and Pig, as well as in the historical narrative Arrantheli, well-known 
characters, individuals, and ethnic groups assumed to be known to the audience are also 
activated as topics of topic-comment articulation, even though they are major participants. Pig 
in (112) and Arrantheli in (113) are major participants in the respective narratives. Pig is a 
famous character of many folk tales, and Arrantheli is a historical hero.  
 

(112) A-r-üththürük oingkat itti tathokkwo ngi'ri 

 F-C-Pig went that to.fetch water 

‘Pig went to collect water.’ (D4) 
 
(113) Ana ca'ri cen Arrantheli p-okat cik n-thik tha'ra i-co'rong 
 and time C-that Arrantheli C-was  with-gun gun fire 
 

(113) Thliran, 
 Thliran 

‘At that time, Arandele had a gun—Thliran.’ (A6) 
 

In (114i), four ethnic groups are mentioned in the opening words of the historical 
narrative in tail-head linkage, almost as if the story continues from another narrative that the 
audience has already heard. Since the function of tail-head linkage is to relate the following 
communication to a previous context by first restating what is already known, the four people 
groups are obviously assumed to be known to the audience. Although they are treated as 
already activated (old) information, the Lumun and Tocho are major participants in the 
narrative. 
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(114i) Mo'rot akka Arru orro i-Appo ana E'reme ana Luththu'ru, 
 In.past when Lumun fought in-Tocho and Aceron and Othoro 

‘In the past when Lumun were fighting with Tocho and Aceron and Othoro,’ 
 
    (ii) ca'ri ce'rek Appo a-kkakat 
 time other Tocho F-came 

‘one time the Tocco came . . .’ (A1-2) 
 
5.2 Further reference to activated participants 
 
Once a participant has been activated in a narrative, Lumun has three main degrees of 
encoding for its reference: noun phrase reference, pronoun or agreement marking (concord) 
reference, and no overt reference. See table 9. Pronoun reference can be replaced by a 
concord; the default encoding rules discussed in section 5.3 treat both kinds of reference as 
the same degree of encoding. No overt reference is used in default rules for non-subject 
reference of props. Otherwise, no overt reference is used only for marked encoding with 
discourse-pragmatic motivations such as to highlight prominent episodes, as discussed further 
in 5.4. 
 
Table 9: Encoding scale for third person subject participant reference 
Degree of encoding Example Gloss 
Noun phrase reference ukul w-'rek w-okat cik w-occot boy C-certain C-was C-given (B3) 

Pronoun or concord okin th-onat, 

a-p-'rakat cik 

they C-had (B3), 
F-C-refused (B17) 

No overt reference Okinyakat was.tired (B32) 
 
5.2.1 Definite and indefinite noun phrases 
 
In Boy and Goat there are discourse functions of demonstrative adjectives in noun phrases, 
which table 10 helps to illustrate. A noun phrase can be distinguished as indefinite by the 
adjective -'rek ‘certain, other’ or definite by the adjective -en ‘that’. A noun phrase without a 
modifier is the unmarked or most common noun phrase reference. Therefore, when a noun 
phrase has one such adjective, it is marked as either definite or indefinite. Table 10 
demonstrates that the indefinite adjective -'rek is only used for the first mention of a noun 
phrase, and only for participants, or for nouns used in points of departure.  
 
Table 10: Definite, indefinite, and unmarked noun phrases 
First mention 
(indefinite) 

line # Repeated  
(definite) 

line # Gloss 

pape-'rek 14 papu p-en 16, 23 thing ‘leopard' 
thomocco th-'rek 18 thomocco th-en 19 old man 
pu'rit p-'rek 25 pu'rit p-en 26,27,28,29,31 young man 
ukul w-'rek 3 -----  boy 
ca'ri c-'rek  1 ca'ri c-en 12 time 
ca'ri c-'rek c-ipin 5 -----  evening 
ka'ran ----- 4 ka'ran k-en 18,26,29 place 
a'rupu wo tua 1 a'rupu wo tua 8 animals 
papokira 15 papokira 31 leopard 
onnan 9 onnan 11 mother 
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As was discussed in section 5.1, the language uses the indefinite adjective -'rek to give 
thematic salience to participants—it indicates that they will be topics of following clauses. 
The language uses the definite adjective -en in the noun phrase ka'ran k-en ‘place C-that’ to 
indicate salience—that the noun phrase is significant. The place where Loti was grazing the 
animals, where he saw the ‘leopard’, and to where he returned with the young man is central 
to the development of the narrative. The definite adjective is not used in any other non-
participant noun phrase in the narrative. However, the definite adjective is used with 
participant noun phrases to distinguish Loti as the very important participant (VIP). The 
adjective -en is in fact never used with Loti, but only on other participants, and in this way 
distinguishes them from the VIP. Therefore, the definite adjective can also function as a less 
salient marker of participants.  
 

There is one other way that Loti is encoded as the VIP. Whereas Loti is only referred 
to by a pronoun and by name after the first mention, the second most important participant is 
never mentioned by pronoun or by name, but by the noun phrase that young.man (the greatest 
possible encoding). In this case, Lumun is similar to other languages that mark VIPs, in that 
less information is used to reference the most significant participant (Levinsohn, 2009). In 
general however, Lumun uses more encoding to distinguish VIPs, rather than less. Some texts 
or authors employ different methods to distinguish the VIP than other texts or authors.  
 
5.2.2 Pronouns and concords 
 
Lumun is a noun class language which uses concords on most adjectives and finite verbs to 
agree with head nouns. Verbs do not have concords agreeing with objects, but only concords 
agreeing with subjects. Concords agree in number with the noun, so that most classes are 
grouped into pairs—one concord for the singular class of the pair, and one concord for the 
plural class (p-/k, c-/m-, etc.). In most cases, the concord (C) has the same form as the class 
marker prefix (CM). A few examples of singular concords from texts are given in table 11. 
The concord w- is used for a noun class with initial vowel.  
 
Table 11: Noun class marker and concord examples 
Concord Class marker (CM) and concord (C) Gloss 
th- th-omocco th-'rek th-okat cik th-occot CM-old.man C-certain C-was C-given (B18) 
p- p-u'rit p-'rek p-okat cik a-p-okuccekot cik CM-young.man C-certain C-was D-C-preparing (B24) 
w- ukul w-'rek w-okat cik w-occot boy C-other C-was C-given (B3) 
 

Lumun pronouns distinguish person and number, but not gender. In general, pronouns 
reference human nouns, and folktales can reference animals, whereas concords reference any 
noun. The data in table 12 is taken from Smits (2007:23-25) who accurately describes the 
pronouns and other aspects of the Lumun noun system. Since only third person narratives are 
dealt with in this paper, other pronouns are not listed in the table. A referential marker o- is 
prefixed to independent pronouns. Verb concords agree in number with pronouns. However, 
the independent pronoun and concord can be combined into a single pronoun attached to the 
verb. The singular p- concord is assimilated to the velar plosive k- of the preceding 
independent pronoun to become the prefix kw-.  
 
Table 12: Third person subject pronouns 
Person Indep. 

pron. 
Bound 
pron. 

Pronoun & concord Pron.& conc. 
combined 

Gloss 

Third singular (3S) o-ok k- ook p-immat kw-immat 'he, she saw' 
Third plural (3P) o-kin (i)n- okin th-immat (i)nth-immat 'they saw' 
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Although the combined and separated forms of both plural and singular pronouns are 
possible in elicitation, only the singular combined form kw- (115) (3S=third singular) and the 
plural separated form okin th- (116) were found in the texts analyzed. The only occurrence of 
either of the bound pronouns k- or (i)n- in the texts is the third plural (3P) pronoun in (119), 
indicating that these are also rare in narratives. In (117), the bound pronoun is used at the 
beginning of the climax to highlight a turning point for the Tocho (ethnic group) in the 
historical narrative text. Until this point, they have dominated the Lumun in battle, but 
afterwards, the Lumun dominate the Tocho. 
 

(115) a-Lotti p-aat nti ithu'rit tho kie a-kw-okkat ngere appik ngo 

 D-Loti C-came from shepherding of cows D-3S-did all work of 
 

(115) teththuk, 

 place 
‘Loti came from tending the cows and did all the work in the forest.’ (B5) 

 

(116) ana okin th-onat kuthuk k-en 

 and they PC-had animal-pens C-theirs 

 ‘and they had their animal pens.’ (B3b) 

 
(117) akka Appo w-occikthe thïpïl, a-n-akkat [itti w-allot ...]EMB 
 when Tocho C-heard horn D-3P-tried that C-run  

‘When the Tocho heard the horn, they tried to run where they had come from.’ (A25) 

 
Object pronouns are suffixed to verb stems, although in the orthography, plural object 

pronouns may be separated.7 Only animate objects are referenced by pronouns; inanimate 
objects are either referenced by noun phrase, indefinite pronoun, or by no reference. Table 13 
shows bound third person object pronouns and possessive pronouns. Possessive pronouns take 
concord agreement with the possessed noun they follow. In (116), the third plural possessive 
pronoun takes the concord k- to agree with the noun kuthuk ‘animal pens'. 
 
Table 13: Third person object and possessive pronouns 
Person Bound object Possessive Gloss 
Third singular (3S) V-ok Noun C-ung 'him, her; his, her' 
Third plural (3P) V-kin Noun C-en 'them, their' 
 
The following examples from the texts demonstrate object pronouns. 
 

(118) A-pu'rit p-en omekath-ok 

 D-young.man C-that told-3S 

 ‘The young man told him . . .’ (B27) 
 
(119) Arru opakkekat kin appik no thampang 
 Lumun returned 3P all on ground 

‘The Lumun pushed them down to the valley.’ (A28) 
 
                                                 
7 The current spelling rules state, "Write singular object pronouns attached to verbs. Write plural object 

pronouns attached to verbs only when the verb ends in a vowel." (2010) 
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5.2.3 Person concords 
 
Besides agreement with singular independent pronouns, Lumun also uses the pronoun 
concord p- for agreement with kinship terms and personal names. Because it agrees with more 
than just pronouns, the concord p- is referred to as the singular person concord (PC) in this 
paper. Smits (2007:22-23) demonstrates how th- is the plural person concord, agreeing with 
plural kinship terms and names. In (120) the main participant of Boy and Goat is shown to be 
referenced by a common noun and its concord (a), a personal name and the person concord 
(b), and the third singular incorporated pronoun (c).  

 

(120) (a) ukul w-'rek w-okat cik w-occot boy C-other C-was C-given (B3) 

 (b) oLotti p-oingkathe Loti PC-went (B9) 

 (c)  a-kw-oingkat D-3S-went (B6) 
 
In (121), the person concord is used to agree with the kinship term ‘mother’. 
 

(121) onnan p-aat mother PC-came (B11) 
 
5.2.4 Distinguishing participants 
 
Lumun uses pronoun and common noun concord reference to distinguish human and animal 
participants, two acting human participants, and to distinguish one participant as the VIP.  
 

Human and non-human participants can be easily distinguished without noun phrases. 
In (122) where there is an interaction between Loti and a creature (at this point unknown, but 
later shown to be a goat), the pronoun kw- refers to Loti and the concord p- refers to pape'rek 
‘something’. In spite of the double switch reference between participants, there is no 
ambiguity of reference.  
 

(122i) A-kw-apekat po're cittan othakka itti a-p-ollo, 

 F-3S-shouted voice loud in.order that F-C-run 

 ‘He shouted loudly with a loud voice so that it would run,’ (B16b) 

 

    (ii) a-p-'rakat cik a-kw-ikkat cik a-kw-akkakkaro. 

 F-C-refused  F-3S-started  F-3S-calling 
‘but it refused and he began calling out.’ (B17) 

 
Unlike concords for common nouns, person concords cannot reference independent 

pronouns, kinship terms, or personal names other than those they are in agreement with in the 
same clause. In other words, when a participant that was previously referred to by name or 
kinship term is not referenced by noun phrase or by name, a pronoun or common noun 
concord is used. The concord th- of the second clause of (123) refers to the noun thomocco 
‘old man’ in the first clause. However, when the personal name Loti is not repeated in the 
second clause of (124), the participant is referred to by the incorporated pronoun kw- instead 
of by the person concord p-.  
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(123) Thomocco th-'rek th-okat cik th-occot k'ran itti oKarththum, 
 old.man C-certain C-was  C-given name that Khartoum 
 

(123) th-onat Kaman 
 C-had house 

‘A certain old man named Khartoum, he had a house.’ (B18) 
 

(124) Anakka oLotti p-opakkothe icarak co man a-kw-othiat pu'rit 

 When Loti PC-returned.back inside of village D-3S-found man 
 

(124) p-'rek 

 C-certain 

  
‘When Loti arrived back in the village, he found a certain young man.’ (B24) 

 
Two active human participants can be easily distinguished by the two options for 

reference—a pronoun or common noun concord. In (125) where Loti interacts with the non-
kinship term participant thomocco ‘old man’, the pronoun kw- refers to Loti and the concord 
th- refers to thomocco. 
 

(125i) Anakka thomocco th-en th-occikothe, a-th-othangkat 

 When old.man C-that C-heard F-C-answered 

 ‘When the old man heard (the voice calling for him), he grunted a reply,’ (B19) 

 

    (ii) anaruk akka oLotti p-onat ne're, a-kw-onnoccikat 

 but because Loti C-had fear F-3S-did.not.hear 

 ‘but because Loti was afraid, he did not hear.’ (B20) 
 

It should be noted that in the text, the old man (thomocco) and the boy (ukul) are both 
non-kinship terms and are both referenced by name (Kartoum, Loti), but only Loti is referred 
to by a pronoun. Pronoun reference kw- is used to distinguish Loti as the VIP in contrast to 
Khartoum who is referenced by the common noun concord th-. Thus, the pronoun and 
concord encoding system can be used to signal participant status. These two options for 
participant reference enable the language to promote one participant above another.  
 

Another use of the pronoun system for participant status is by using pronouns and 
common noun concords for non-VIPs and only a noun phrase for the VIP. In Hedgehog and 
Rabbit, two animals try to win the affections of a girl by courting her. Although both animals, 
after being activated, are initially referenced by common noun concords, they are later in turn 
referenced by the third person singular incorporated pronoun, as a way of personifying them. 
In fact, the pronoun is used for an animal in relation to the affection that the girl has for it at 
certain episodes in the narrative.  
 

In episode 1, Rabbit is courting the girl in her house when Hedgehog comes to visit and 
Rabbit chases him away. In this episode, only Rabbit is referenced by the pronoun. In (126), 
ngatherepe ‘Rabbit’ is first referenced by the concord ng- but then by the pronoun kw-, 
whereas cïmïnterï ‘Hedgehog’ is only referred to by the concord c-. Therefore the pronoun 
reference kw- in (126iii) would be ambiguous even with the participant reference rules 
explained in 5.3, except for the fact that the only previous singular pronoun reference is to 
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Rabbit. Since it was previously used to refer to Rabbit, the audience assumes that kw- in 
(126iii) again refers to Rabbit. 
 
(126i) A-ngatherepe ... a-ng-othopakkat kicce ... a-kw-akurat tho pithen 
 F-rabbit F-C-wash.himself well F-3S-went to in-laws 

‘Rabbit stayed one evening, and washed himself well, combed his hair, sprayed himself 
with perfume, and went to the house of the girl.’ (H3-4a) 

 
    (ii) A-cïmïnterï a-c-at n-teththuk a-c-okurakot m-pi'ru kicce 
 F-hedgehog F-C-came from-cattle.place F-C-decorated with-butter nicely 

‘The hedgehog also came from the cattle place decorated with cow's butter,’ (H4b-5a)     
 
  (iii) a-ukul onekkekanth-ok ... Akka kw-imat cïmïnte, a-kw-okkwat 
 F-girl brought-3S When 3S-saw hedgehog F-3S-hit 
 

  (iii) to m-ikit, 
 to with-chest 

‘and the girl brought him a bed, water, and cup for his front. When he saw the 
hedgehog, he hit his chest…’ (H5b-6a) 

 
In episode 2, Hedgehog visits the girl secretly and warms her heart. Beginning in this 

episode and for the rest of the narrative, only Hedgehog is referred to by the pronoun and only 
Rabbit is referred to by a concord. The girl is never referred to by the subject pronoun or by a 
concord in the entire text, and is only referred to by the object pronoun in 3 out of 12 non-
subject references. In this way, the participant reference system is used to promote the girl as 
the VIP and shows the status of other major participants by kw- in relation to the VIP. In 
section 5.4, it is discussed how more reference encoding than required by the participant 
reference rules is used to promote the status of the girl, and less encoding than required by the 
rules is used to give the animals less salience.  
 

Because there is no gender distinction in pronouns, there is no distinction between Loti 
and the kinship participant onnan ‘mother’ except in noun phrases. In (127), where the 
pronoun kw- refers to both Loti and onnan, only the rules for encoding participant reference 
distinguish the participants, as will be explained in 5.4. 
 

(127i) Olotti p-oingkathe ci tuan a-kw-othiat onnan [p-ellat 

 Loti C-went to house F-3S-found mother C-not.present 

 ‘Loti went to the house and found that his mother had not yet arrived’ (B9) 

 

    (ii) n-topon]EMB a-kw-ikkanth-ok cik [a-kw-anthan]ADJUNCT. 

 from-field F-3S-waited.for-3S  F-3S-come 
 ‘from the field, and he waited for her to come.’ (B10) 

 
In summary of reference to activated participants, table 14 is presented. Here, table 9 

in 5.2 with the three main degrees of encoding is expanded to include examples explained in 
the section. A noun phrase may be definite, indefinite, unmarked, or a personal name. Each 
may occur with or with the discourse clitic, except that the indefinite noun phrase normally 
occurs without the discourse clitic and is used for background clauses. A plural (PL) 
independent pronoun, an incorporated singular (SG) pronoun, and a common noun concord, 
may occur with or without the discourse clitic to reference participants. However, the person 
concord p- may not reference participants other than those it agrees with in the same clause. 
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Table 14: Expanded encoding scale for third person participant reference 
 Reference Formula Example Gloss 

N
ou

n 
ph

ra
se

 (
N

P
) 

 
re

fe
re

nc
e 

NPINDEF N C–'rek C-V thomocco th-'rek  
th-okat cik th-occot 

old.man C-certain  
C-was C-given (B18) 

NPDEF N C-en C-V thomocco th-en  
th-occikothe 

old.man C-that 
C-heard (B19) 

NPDEF-F F-N C-en ø-V a-pu'rit p-en  
øøøø-omekath-ok 

F-young.man C-that 
-told-him (B27) 

NP N C-V tüththürük  
t-okkwathe  

pig C-split (D15) 

NP F F-N ø-V a-nili n-a Arru 
øøøø-oingkanthet 

F-chiefs C-of Lumun 
-went.to (A37) 

NPNCE N C-V oLotti p-ingkathe Loti PC-went (B9) 
NPNCE-F F-N ø-V a-Lotti øøøø-ullukkat F-Loti -closed (B8) 

P
ro

no
un

 
(P

N
)/

 
 c

on
co

rd
 

PNPL okin C-V okin th-onat they PC-had (B3) 
PNPL-F F-kin ø-V a-kin øøøø-othiat F-they -found (B29) 
PN-SG kw-V kw-immat 3S-saw (B15b) 
PN-SG-F a-kw-V a-kw-oingkat F-3S-went (B13) 
C-  C-V p-aeo C-go (B25) 
C- F xcC-V a-p-'rkat cik F-C-refused (B17) 

No No REF ø-V øøøø-okinyakat -was.tired (B32) 

 
5.3 Default encoding rules for participant reference 
 
The most common ways of referring to third person participants can be specified by a few 
specific rules. The first set of rules applies to subjects of nuclear and pre-nuclear clauses 
(5.3.1). A slightly modified set of rules applies to subjects of post-nuclear and embedded 
clauses (5.3.2), and another modified set applies to non-subject participants (5.3.3). A final set 
applies to non-subject props (5.3.4). The language groups pre-nuclear and nuclear clauses 
together to the exclusion of other clauses when applying encoding rules for subjects. 
Therefore, there are only two sets of encoding rules for subjects instead of three. Rules for 
encoding objects are not distinguished according to clause types, but are distinguished 
according to referents—animate vs. inanimate. 
 

Each set of rules are presented followed by examples from the texts. Each rule groups 
one or more contexts, which are similar to Levinsohn's standard contexts for participant 
reference (S1, S2, etc.) (Levinsohn, 2009:123). In the examples, brackets and labels mark pre-
nuclear clauses (PRE), post-nuclear clauses (POST) and embedded clauses (EMB). The gloss 
is given without the Lumun text in order to simplify the example and save space. However, 
Appendix A has the entire text for all Boy and Goat examples and Appendix B charts all 
participant references in various clauses of Boy and Goat. 
 
5.3.1 Subjects of nuclear or pre-nuclear clauses 
 
In general terms, the Lumun language divides subject participant reference into noun phrase 
and into pronoun or concord reference. The latter option is used for the same subject 
participant as in the previous clause, and the first is used for different subject participants. The 
rules for subject contexts in nuclear or pre-nuclear clauses (context S) are more precisely 
stated in (128). 
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(128) Default encoding rules for third person subjects in nuclear or pre-nuclear clauses 
(context S): 
 

1. If the subject is the same as in the previous nuclear or pre-nuclear clause (context S1), 
or if the subject was the addressee of an immediately preceding speech (context S2), a 
pronoun or concord reference is used. 

2. If the subject had some non-subject role in the previous nuclear or pre-nuclear clause 
(context S3) or if the subject was not involved in the previous nuclear or pre-nuclear 
clause (context S4), a noun phrase (including personal names, but excluding 
independent pronouns) is used.  

 
The S contexts and rules are illustrated in (129-132). Each of the contexts refers to the 

previous nuclear or pre-nuclear clause, whichever is most recent. In (129), the pronoun 3S- 
‘he’ is used following a nuclear clause with the same referent (Loti). In (130), the pronoun 
3S- ‘she’ is used following a pre-nuclear clause with the same referent (mother). The previous 
nuclear clause with a different referent as subject (he=Loti) is ignored in applying the 
encoding rule. In (131), the pronoun 3S- ‘he’ in a pre-nuclear clause is used following a 
nuclear clause with the same referent (3S=Loti). The intervening modifying clause C-looked 
like a leopard, with a different referent as the subject (something), is ignored. In (132), the 
pronoun 3S- ‘he’ is used following a nuclear clause with the same referent (3S=Loti). The 
intervening post-nuclear clause while darkness C-was there with a different subject is ignored. 
All four of these examples illustrate an S1 context.  
 
(129) Loti came from shepherding cows and 3S(he)-did all the work of the place. (B5) 
 
(130) 3S(he)-waited.for-3S(mother) [to 3S(she)-come]POST.  

[When mother came]PRE, 3S(she)-cooked.for-him (B10-11) 
 

(131) 3S(Loti)-saw something C-spotted in the road and [C-looked like a leopard]EMB. [When 
3S(he)-saw ]PRE (B14-15) 

 
(132) Loti moved from the house [while darkness C-was there] POST, 3S-went (B12-13) 
 

In (133), the pronoun they is used in a pre-nuclear clause to refer to the addressee 
(them=Lumun young men) of the previous speech, as specified by the rule for context S2.  
 
(133) Their big man said to them, " . . . " [When they went to the place]PRE (A19-23) 
 

As stated by rule 2 for context S3, the noun phrase mother in (130) is used following a 
nuclear clause where the same referent is an object -3S ‘her’. Because the referent is referred 
to in a different role as in the previous clause, the noun phrase is used. In (134), Loti as an 
individual referent was not involved in the previous nuclear clause, and is therefore referred to 
by noun phrase (context S4). 
 
(134) they (Loti's family) had their animal pens at the place [which is called Toijan going 

down to the country of Aceron] EMB. And in evening time, Loti came (B4-5) 
 

Context S1 in encoding rule 1 extends to situations in which the subject and non-subject 
of the previous sentence combine to form a single, plural subject. In (135), the subject Loti is 
combined along with the object young man to form the plural subject they.  
 
(135) Loti showed the young man the place. [When they went] PRE, they found (B29) 
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Similarly, context S2 extends to situations in which the addressee and speaker of a preceding 
speech combine to form a single, plural subject. 
 
5.3.2 Subjects of post-nuclear or embedded clauses 
 
Whereas each of the S contexts of (128) refers to the subject of a previous nuclear or pre-
nuclear clause, the contexts for subjects of post-nuclear or embedded clauses (context SP) in 
(136) each refer only to the previous clause, regardless of the clause type. Context SP3 differs 
from S3 in that context SP3 involves a subject that is the same referent as a non-subject in the 
previous clause, and is encoded as a pronoun or concord rather than as a noun phrase. In the 
data, there is no context SP2 involving addressees of speeches, since speeches do not occur in 
post-nuclear or embedded clauses. 
 
(136) Default encoding rules for third person subjects in post-nuclear or embedded clauses 

(context SP): 
 

1. If the subject is the same as in the previous clause (context SP1), or if the subject is the 
same referent as a non-subject of the previous clause (context SP3), a pronoun or 
concord reference is used. 

2. If the subject was not involved in the previous clause (context SP4), a noun phrase is 
used.  

 
In (137i), the pronoun 3S- ‘he’ is used for the subject of the post-nuclear clause since it is 

the same referent (3S=Loti) as the subject of the previous clause (context SP1). In (137ii), the 
pronoun 3S- ‘she’ is used for the subject in the post-nuclear clause since it is the same referent 
as the object (her=mother) in the preceding clause (context SP3).  
 
(137i) 3S(Loti)-start.going to the house [in order to 3S(he)-look.for food] POST (B8) 
 
    (ii)  3S(Loti)8-found mother not present from field and 3S(he)-waited.for-3S(her) [to 

3S(she)-come]POST (B9-10)] 
 

Example (138) illustrates contexts SP1, SP3 and SP4. The concords of the modifying 
clause C-was C-preparing are used since the subject of this clause is the same referent as the 
object (certain young man) in the preceding clause (context SP3). The concord in the 
complement of the modifying clause that C-go to the animal grounds is used because the 
subject is the same referent as the subject of the preceding clause (context SP1). However, the 
noun phrase Loti in the deeply embedded relative clause where Loti is with his animals is used 
for the subject since its referent was not involved in the preceding clause (context SP4). 
Similarly in (139), the noun phrase Khartoum of the post-nuclear clause is used since its 
referent was not involved in the preceding clause (context SP4). 
 
(138) When Loti returned to the village, he-found a certain young man {C-was C-preparing 

[that C-go to the animal grounds (where Loti is with his animals)REL.CL] V.COMP}MOD.CL 
(B24-26) 

 
(139) but because Loti was afraid, 3S(he)-not.hear [when Khartoum answered] POST (B20) 

                                                 
8 The noun phrase Loti is used instead of only a pronoun as required by S1 in order to mark this major participant 
as the VIP. See further discussion and examples in section 5.3. 
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5.3.3 Non-subject participants 
 
Although subject encoding rules are more or less the same for both participants and props, 
non-subject encoding rules differ for participants and props. Rules for non-subject participants 
(context N) are discussed in this sub-section, followed by rules for non-subject props (context 
NP) in the next.  
 

In comparing rules for non-subject and subject participants, context N1 is similar to 
S1, N2 is the approximant converse of S2, but N3 is significantly different than other contexts 
in that it applies to any recent mention of the participant. The encoding rules of (140) apply to 
non-subject participants in any clause type. 
 
(140) Default encoding rules for third person non-subject participants (context N): 
 

1. If the referent is also the subject of the same clause (context N1), if the addressee of a 
reported speech was the subject (speaker) of a speech reported in the previous clause 
(context N2), or if the referent is one of only two activated participants (mentioned in 
any recent clause) (context N3), a pronoun or concord reference is used. 

2. For other non-subject references (context N4), a noun phrase is used. 
 

In (141), the possessive pronoun C-their refers to the same referent as the subject of 
the clause (they=Loti's family) (N1). In (142), the object pronoun -3S ‘him’ is used to 
reference the same participant (Loti) that spoke the implied speech of the previous nuclear 
clause (context N2). In (143), the pronoun -3S ‘her’ is used since this object is the same 
referent as the object mother in the previous nuclear clause, and is one of only two active 
participants (context N3). In the final clause of (143), the object pronoun –3S ‘him’ is used 
since the referent (he=Loti) is referred to three clauses previous, and is one of two active 
participants (context N3). Similarly, in the final clause of (144), the object pronoun –3S ‘him’ 
is used since the referent (Loti) is mentioned four clauses previous, and is one of only two 
active participants (context N3). In (145), the noun phrase that thing is used since the referent 
is not still active, the last mention being 14 clauses previous in line 17 (context N4).  
 
(141) they(Loti's family) had animal pens C-their at the place called Toijang (B3b) 
 
(142) Loti told the young man the story that happened.  

The young man told-3S(him) (B26-27) 
 

(143) he(Loti)-found mother [not.present from field]EMB, 3S(he)-waited.for-3S(her) [to she-
come] POST. [When mother came]PRE, 3S(she)-cooked.for-3S(him) quickly. (B9b-11) 

 
(144) Loti showed the young man the place. [When they went] PRE, they found goats on stones 

[lying down]EMB. The young man told-3S(him) (B29-30) 
 
(145) That thing refused (B16) . . . C-refused (B17) . . . he-left that thing (B23) 
 
5.3.4 Non-subject props 
 
The encoding rules of (146) for non-subject props (context NP) differ from those of non-
subject participants in the amount of encoding, as well as in the specifics of the relevant 
contexts. Since only animate objects are referred to by object pronouns (see 3.2), the choice 
for referring to inanimate props is either a noun phrase or no overt reference. In the texts 
analyzed, non-subject references to props are limited to verb objects, and no object was the 
same referent as the subject of the clause. Therefore, NP1 for props differs from N1 for 
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participants, making reference to the same semantic role as in the previous clause. Since props 
are not involved in speeches, there is no applicable NP2 context. Context NP3 is similar to N3, 
but restricted to only one active prop.   
 
(146) Default encoding rules for non-subject props (context NP): 
 

1. If the referent has the same semantic role as in the previous clause (context NP1), or if 
the referent is the only activated prop (context NP3), no overt reference is used. 

2. For other non-subject references to props (context NP4), a noun phrase is used. 
 

In (147), no overt reference is made to the prop (sorghum) in the subordinate clause 
since it has the same semantic role (a patient) as in the previous clause (context NP1). The 
same is true in the following main clause with a different subject. In the pre-nuclear clause of 
(148), no overt reference is made to the prop (something) which is the object of the verb saw 
since it is the only activated prop (context NP3). Here, the creature imagined to be a leopard, 
although animate is treated as a prop since it does not move or make any sound. In (149), a 
sentence is repeated three times for emphasis. Nearly the exact wording is used each time. 
The first two sentences contrast the prop sorghum with the prop meat. Since both props are 
activated, each is referenced by a noun phrase (context NP4). However, in the final clause 
where the prop sorghum has the same semantic role as in the previous clause (a patient), it 
receives no overt reference (context NP1). 
 
(147) [While dog collected sorghum [in order to C(he)-put øøøø(it) out]POST]PRE, pig went and put 

øøøø(it)))) in his storehouse (D11) 
 
(148) 3S(he)-saw something C-spotted in the road and [C-looked like a leopard]EMB. [When 

3S(he)-saw øøøø(it)]PRE, 3S(he)-stood . . . (B14b-15) 
 
(149) Dog went and collected all sorghum from the storehouse [in order to 3S(he)-put.in meat 

instead]POST, C(dog)-collected all sorghum from the storehouse [in order to C(dog)-
put.in meat instead]POST, C(dog)-collected sorghum [in.order to C-put øøøø(it) out]POST (D9-
10) 

 
5.4 Marked encoding of participant reference with discourse-pragmatic motivations 
 
Having determined the default (unmarked) encoding of participant reference in the previous 
section, we are now in a position to recognize when such rules are not followed and the 
language's reasons for not following them. More encoding than required by the rules, such as 
a noun phrase instead of a pronoun or concord, is used to mark a new narrative unit 
(paragraph) (5.4.1), to give thematic salience (5.4.2), or to distinguish one participant as the 
VIP (5.4.3). Less encoding than required by the rules is used to contrast a participant with the 
VIP (5.4.3), highlight an episode of the narrative (5.4.4), or to highlight a key speech (5.4.5).  
 
5.4.1 New narrative units 
 
Narrative units (paragraphs), which are most commonly introduced by tail-head linkage and 
other points of departure, can be strengthened with a noun phrase reference when less 
encoding is required by the rules, or the narrative unit can be introduced by the noun phrase 
alone.  
 

In both (150) and (151), the same subject as in the previous nuclear clause is encoded by 
a noun phrase instead of by a pronoun or concord as stated by context S1 of (128). In each 
example, a new narrative unit is indicated by the pre-nuclear clause used as a tail-head linkage 
point of departure. The noun phrase participant reference in pre-nuclear clause emphasizes 
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discontinuity with the preceding clause. Although a noun phrase is not required for participant 
reference in a tail-head linkage point of departure as seen in (131), a stronger break is 
indicated when there is a noun phrase reference. 
 
(150) he(Loti)-turned he-ran returned to the village. [When Loti returned]PRE, . . (B23-24) 
 
(151) A certain old man was given the name Khartoum and C-had a house near that place. 

[When that old man heard]PRE, . . . (B18-19) 
 

In (152), two new narrative units are marked by full noun phrases when only a pronoun 
or concord is required. The noun phrase Pig again does not follow the encoding rule for 
context S1, the same subject as in the previous nuclear clause. This noun phrase alone is 
enough to mark the new narrative unit without the addition of tail-head linkage or any other 
point of departure. The noun phrase Dog is used instead of a concord as normally found in 
context S2 where the referent is the addressee of the previous speech, and also marks a new 
narrative unit. In (153), a new narrative unit is marked by tail-head linkage and by subject and 
object noun phrases which are both more encoding than expected. The noun phrase Dog could 
have been a concord reference according to the rule for S1, and the noun phrase sorghum 
could have been no overt reference since it has the same non-subject role as in the previous 
clause (context NP1).  
 
(152) C(Pig)-found domestic and wild animals [C-dead everywhere in the lake]EMB. Then Pig 

returned home, C-told Dog, " . . ." Dog went and collected (D4b-9a) 
 
(153) C(Dog)-collected sorghum [in order to C-put ø(it) out]POST. [While Dog collected 

sorghum [in order to C-put ø(it) out]POST] PRE, . . . (D10b-11a) 
 
5.4.2 Thematic salience 
 
Another reason for more reference encoding than required by the rules is to highlight events 
in which major participants or thematic props are involved. In this way, major participants or 
props are marked as being significant for the development of the narrative. In (154), a noun 
phrase is used for the same subject reference (context S1) in order to highlight the event. 
Since Loti (the VIP in the narrative) put the animals in an enclosure before going to his house, 
it is even more unexpected that any of them would get out of the enclosure and fool him into 
thinking one was a leopard when he returned. 
 
(154) 3S(Loti)-found no more flour or porridge. D-Loti closed the animals well (B7-8)  
 

In Dog and Pig, there is an overabundance of dead animals left by a flood, and Dog and 
Pig gather, cut, and store the meat. Pig, being the more clever of the two, stores the meat so 
that it doesn't spoil and tricks Dog out of his sorghum in the process. Meat is a theme of the 
narrative, and is referenced by a noun phrase three times when it could have had no overt 
reference according to the rule for NP3. Two of these instances are illustrated in (155), where 
the referent meat is the only active prop. By using the noun phrase meat instead of no overt 
reference, the actions of Pig concerning the meat are highlighted and contrasted with the 
actions of Dog. By this highlight device, the audience is being prepared for the result later in 
the story of Dog's meat spoiling and Pig's meat lasting.  
 
(155) Dog filled his storehouse (with) much meat, C-took the remainder ø(of it), C-cut ø(it) on 

the roof [in order to C(meat)-dry]POST. But Pig only cut meat, C-put ø(it) on the roof [in 
order to C(meat)-dry]POST, C-ate meat [which C(meat)-was on the roof]EMB and [which 
C(meat)-was cut]EMB (D13b-16a).  
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In Arrantheli, the story is told of how the Lumun and Tocho came to have peace after 
being at war with each other. Both the Lumun and Tocho are major participants and their 
status is emphasized by extra reference encoding along with significant action verbs. In (156), 
the opening sentence of the setting states the brutal intent of the Tocho—to kill the Lumun. 
Although the referent Lumun is one of only two active participants (context N3), the noun 
phrase is used to show that the Lumun and the intent of killing them are important to the 
development of the story. In (157), a final sentence of the climax states that nearly all the 
Tocho were killed in the battle. Although the Tocho are one of two active participants 
(context N3), the noun phrase is again used to give thematic salience.  
 
(156) [In the past when Lumun fought in the land of Tocho]PRE, Tocho men and women with 

baskets came [in order that they kill Lumun]POST. (A1-3a) 
 
(157) [When they(Tocho) went [so that they crossed the stream]POST]PRE, they started rolling 

going down to the valley. The Lumun kill all the Tocho [(until) only two ran away]POST. 
(A30b-32a) 

 
5.4.3 Distinguish one participant as the VIP 
 
A third reason for using more reference encoding is to promote one participant as the VIP and 
give less salience to a participant interacting with the VIP. In the conclusion and closure of 
Boy and Goat (lines 24-32), there are six instances where a noun phrase is used when only a 
pronoun reference is required. With so many departures from the default rules in so few lines, 
a switch to different reference rules is obvious. As discussed in section 5.2.1, the second most 
important participant (young man) is never referred to by name or by pronoun in order to 
contrast with the VIP (Loti) who is only referred to by name or by pronoun after being 
introduced in the setting. Further, Loti is only referred to by name in the conclusion and 
closure when interacting with the young man, as a way of highlighting him as the VIP. The 
only exceptions are the two tail-head linkage clauses in line 29 where both participants are 
combined into the pronoun ‘they'.  
 

In (158i), the noun phrase Loti is used to reference the same subject as in the previous 
nuclear clause instead of only a pronoun required by the rule for S1. That young man is used 
to reference one of two active participants instead of only a pronoun required by the rule for 
N3. In (158ii), that young man is used to reference the addressee of the preceding implied 
speech instead of only a concord required by the rule for S2. In (158iii) with the same S2 
context, Loti and that young man is used instead of a pronoun which is allowed to combine 
those in a preceding dialogue. In (158iv), that young man is used to reference one of two 
active participants instead of a pronoun required by the rule for N3. In (159) with the same N3 
context, Loti is used instead of a pronoun.  
 
(158i) [When Loti returned to the village]PRE, 3S-found a certain young man [preparing to go 

to the place where Loti had his animals]EMB, Loti told that young man the story (B24-
27a) 

    (ii)  That young man told-3S, " . . ." (B27b) 
   (iii) Loti and that young man went together (B28) 
   (iv)  [When they arrived to that place]PRE, Loti showed that young man the place (B29) 
 
(159)  From that time, they named Loti ‘friend of goats’ (B32b) 
 

In all, there are three instances where the name Loti is used to give more salience to the 
VIP, and three instances where the noun phrase that young man is used for less salience to 
contrast the young man with the VIP. 
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Similarly, in Hedgehog and Rabbit, more encoding than expected is given to the VIP—
the girl—whom both animals are trying to win in marriage by courting. In this narrative 
however, the two animals are given less encoding than expected in order to contrast them with 
the VIP. In (160i), the noun phrase girl is used when only a pronoun is required for one of two 
active referents in context N39. In (160ii) with the same N3 context, girl is again used instead 
of a pronoun. In (160iii), the pronoun reference (he=Hedgehog) is less than expected. Since 
the subject is not the addressee of the previous speech, but involved in the clause previous to 
the speech, context S3 applies and requires a noun phrase reference to the hedgehog. The 
object noun phrase girl is more than expected since the referent is active (context N3). In 
(160iv), a pronoun reference is expected instead of the noun phrase girl since she is the 
addressee of the previous speech (context S2). The subject pronoun reference (he=Hedgehog) 
is less than expected since he had a non-subject role in the previous clause (context S3).  
 
(160i) ø(girl)-gave-3S(hedgehog) water, 3S(he)-cleaned.mouth, 3S(he)-said.to girl, " . . ." 
     (ii) [When 3S(he)-spoke.to girl these words]PRE, they heard the whistle of Rabbit, " . . "  
    (iii) Hedgehog said.to girl, " . . ." 3S(he)-said.to girl, " . . ."  
     (iv) Girl colored-3S(him) well, 3S(he)-was.being.colored (H16-24) 
 

In these few lines, there are four instances where the noun phrase girl is used to give 
more salience to the VIP, and two instances where the third singular pronoun kw- is used for 
less salience to contrast the hedgehog with the VIP. In addition, both phenomena also occur in 
other lines of the text. 
 
5.4.4 Highlight an episode 
 
In addition to contrasting a participant with the VIP, less encoding than expected can 
highlight an episode of the narrative. Pronouns, concords, or no overt reference when more 
encoding is expected often occurs a high percentage of times in consecutive clauses of 
prominent episodes, such as the inciting incident, climax, or conclusion. This use of minimal 
encoding is therefore analyzed as highlighting of episodes, rather than as highlighting of 
individual clauses or sentences. 
 

In the climax of Boy and Goat there are five instances where the subject is not 
involved in the previous clause and a pronoun or concord reference is used instead of the 
usual noun phrase (contexts S4, SP4). In this case, a human participant Loti is interacting with 
a non-human participant thing. As mentioned in 5.2.4, since a pronoun reference is only used 
for Loti, there is no ambiguity in having a change of subject indicated by something less than 
a noun phrase. 
 

In (161i), a concord is used instead of a noun phrase to reference the subject thing of the 
post-nuclear clause which is not involved in the previous clause (context SP4). In (161ii), a 
pronoun he is used to reference a subject Loti of a nuclear clause which is not involved in the 
previous nuclear clause (context S4). In (161iii), there is a SP4 context where a concord is 
used to reference the change of subject. In (161iv), there are two further S4 contexts where a 
concord and a pronoun are used to reference a subject not involved in the previous nuclear 
clause. All five of these instances should have a noun phrase reference according to the 

                                                 
9 Six clauses previous in the same narrative unit, the noun phrase girl is used for the subject. Besides the initial 
clause of (160i), girl is also the subject by no overt reference in the fourth clause previous to the final clause of 
(160i). As discussed in section 5.3.8, no overt reference is used to highlight this prominent episode of the 
narrative—the inciting incident. As discussed in 5.2.4, although there are multiple switches in subject from one 
clause to the next, no overt reference to girl is not ambiguous because the girl is only interacting with Hedgehog 
who is always referenced by the pronoun kw- in this narrative unit.  
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default rules, but instead less information is encoded in order to ‘speed up’ the pace and mark 
this episode as the climax.  
 
(161i)[When 3S(Loti)-saw] PRE, 3S-stood 3S-shouted a loud voice [so that C(thing)-run]POST, 
   (ii) that thing refused, C(it)-was standing quietly, he(Loti)-shouted a loud voice  
  (iii) [so that C(it)-run]POST 
  (iv) C(it)-refused, he(Loti)-started he-calling (B15-17) 
 

In the second inciting incident of Hedgehog and Rabbit, there are five subject changes 
in consecutive nuclear clauses without a noun phrase reference, two of which are with no 
overt reference. Hedgehog, who in several previous clauses was referred to with the pronoun 
kw-, is interacting with the girl, who is not referenced by a pronoun anywhere in the text. 
Therefore, there is no ambiguity even when the girl is twice given no overt reference. In this 
narrative unit, less participant encoding than expected by the rules highlights the relationship 
developing between the girl and the hedgehog, which eventually leads to marriage.  
  
(162) 3S(Hedgehog)-said.to-3S(girl), . . . Then the girl went and brought-3S(him) water, 

3S(he)-drank ø(it), øøøø(she)-roasted.for-3S(him) ground nuts, 3S(he)-ate ø(them), øøøø(she)-
gave-3S(him) water, 3S(he)-washed.mouth, (H13b-16) 

 
5.4.5 Highlight a key speech 
 
Less encoding than expected by the rules can also indicate an important speech. In all but one 
reference to ‘young man’ as an individual in Boy and Goat, the noun phrase includes either 
the definite or indefinite adjective. The one exception is to introduce the key reported speech 
of the conclusion (163), where only the noun pu'rit ‘young.man’ is used to encode the 
referent. In this way, the language uses less encoding than expected to highlight the important 
speech of the conclusion. The speech reveals the identity of the creature that frightened Loti 
in the climax.  
 
(163) øøøø young man told-him, "It was not a leopard that chased you; it seems you saw goats" 

(B 30-31) 
 

In (164), there are four consecutive transitive verbs that encode objects. However, the 
fifth verb omekat ‘told’, which included the object pronoun –ok ‘him, her’ in line 6 of the 
same narrative, does not use the object pronoun here. The object pronoun is missing in order 
to highlight the following speech where the girl gives her promise that she is a good person. 
Afterwards, Hedgehog pursues her and eventually wins her in marriage. The speech marks the 
turning point where the affections of the girl begin to change from Rabbit to Hedgehog.  
 
(164) 3S(Hedgehog)-found girl in shelter, 3S(he)-called-3S(her), 3S(he)-greeted-3S(her), 

3S(he)-said.to-3S(her), "I really hope you are a good person." Girl told-ø(him), "Yes, I 
am." (H13-14) 

 
5.5 Centers of orientation 
 
In narratives with VIPs, the centers of orientation for direction words are locations that 
change according to the movement of the VIP. Where the VIP does not move, neither does 
the center of orientation for direction words. Where there is no VIP, the centers of orientation 
may move, but not according to the movements of any one participant.  
 

For Boy and Goat table 15 shows movement verbs and locatives in context, and their 
direction in relation to a center.  
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Table 15: Direction of verbs and locatives in relation to centers 
line # Phrases with direction words Direction Center 
2 people move (urukot) in (i-) forest from (nti) inside of area towards forest 
5 A certain evening, Loti came (-aat) from (nti) shepherding cows towards forest 
6 (Loti) he went (-oingkat) in order to cook away forest 
8 (Loti) he started going (uo) house to look for food away forest 
9 Loti went (-oinkathe) to (ci) the house away forest 
10 he waited for her to come (-anthan) (from field) towards house 
11 When mother came (-aat), . . . towards house 
12 Loti moved (urukat) from (nci) house while it was dark away house 
13 (Loti) he went (-oingkat)  away house 
13 until he arrived (-okko) to (ci) in (i-) valley away  house 
21 Loti also was returning (-opakkot) with-back (n-cu're) towards  village 
22 (Loti) he returns (-opakkot) with-back (n-cu're)  towards village 
23 (Loti) he turned ran returned (opakkot) in (i-) the village towards village 
24 When Loti returned (opakkothe) to the village towards village 
26 young man preparing that go (-aeo) place of animals away village 
28 Loti and young man went (oingkat) together away village 
29 When they arrived (okko) to (ciki), . . .  away village 
29 When they went (-eot), . . . away village 
 

In the setting and most of the first episode, orientation is centered on the forest, and all 
direction words are either towards (line 1-5) or away from (line 6-9) the forest. After Loti has 
done work in the forest, his movement to the house causes the center to change. So, in the 
inciting incident, orientation is centered on the house, and all movement is towards (line 10-
11) or away from (12-14) the house. In the first part of the climax (15-20), there are no 
direction words. It is as if the story stands still while the frightening interaction with the 
‘leopard’ takes place. When Loti is scared away from the grazing lands, he goes to a nearby 
village and the center of orientation is changed again. In the second part of the climax, 
direction words are towards the village (21-24), and in the first part of the conclusion, 
direction words are away from the village (25-29). In the second part of the conclusion (30-
32), there are no direction words, and the narrative again stands still while the ‘leopard’ crisis 
is resolved by the reasoning of the young man. The lack of direction words serve to highlight 
the dramatic part of the climax and the resolution part of the conclusion. The fact that the 
centers for orientation change according to Loti's movements demonstrate that the story is 
about Loti, the VIP.  
 

In Hedgehog and Rabbit, although there are fewer direction words, the center of 
orientation is the location of the girl, who is the VIP. The girl does not change location, so 
neither does the center of orientation for direction words. There are no direction words in the 
climax or conclusion, where the narrative seems to stand still in regard to geographical 
movement. In Arrantheli, where there is no VIP, the centers of orientation of direction words 
change, but not according to any person's movements. First, the center of orientation is the 
location of the Lumun when they were attacked. The center of orientation changes to the 
location of Arrantheli when he calls the young Lumun to prepare for battle. Finally, after the 
battle, the center of orientation changes to the location of the Tocho chiefs when the Lumun 
meet with them for peace. In Dog and Pig, the center of orientation changes, but again not 
according to any participants’ movements. First it is the lake which flooded and brought dead 
animals, then it is Dog's storehouse, and finally it is Dog's house.  
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Table 16: Translator tools for participant reference 
Translation need Examples Lumun grammatical tool 
introduce new 
participants 

boy certain was given the name 
Lotti (106) 

Major participants and sometimes minor are 
activated as new to the mental representation by 
presentational focus (106,107). 

introduce 
participants as 
part of an 
existing schema 

they were.courting young lady 

certain who-female beautiful 
(108) 

Major and minor participants are activated as part of 
the schema already in the mental representation as 
objects in the comment of topic-comment 
articulation (108). 

introduce old 
participants  

-At that time, Arandele had a 
gun—Thliran (113); 
-In the past when Lumun were 
fighting with Tocho and Aceron 
and Othoro (114) 

Major and minor participants are introduced as 
already active (assumed to be already known) as the 
topic in topic-comment articulation (111-113) or in 
tail-head linkage (114). 

introduce 
participant as 
being salient 

-In the exact middle of the 

road, he saw something spotted 
that looked like a leopard (109); 
-When Loti arrived back in the 

village, he found a certain 
young man (110) 

A participant is introduced as being salient 
(significant for the story) by a preceding point of 
departure or tail-head linkage (109-110). 

introduce 
participant as 
being thematic 
salient 

Old man that (-'rek) as given 
the name Khartoum, he had a 
house near that place (B18) 

A participant is introduced with the indefinite 
modifier -'rek ‘certain’ to show (s)he is thematically 
salient (a topic of following clauses) (table in 5.2.3). 

distinguish a 
participant as the 
VIP 

Loti showed that young man 
the place (B29) 

a) The VIP is referenced by the least possible 
encoding (pronoun, name) in contrast to a minor 
participant which is referenced by the most possible 
encoding (noun phrase) (table in 5.2.1); 

When that old man heard 
(calling), C(th)-answered; but  
because Lotti had fear, kw(he)-

did not hear (126-127) 

b) A pronoun reference kw- is used to distinguish 
the VIP from a minor participant who is referenced 
with a common noun concord (126-127); 

Loti went (-oinkathe) to (ci) the 
house [away from forest=center 
] (B9);  
he waited for her to come (-
anthan) (from field) [towards 
house=new center] (B10) 

c) Centers of orientation for direction words change 
according to the movement of the VIP to emphasize 
the VIP (section 5.5). 

show the type of 
relationship of a 
minor participant 
with the VIP 

Rabbit . . . 3S(he)-went to in-
laws, Hedgehog . . . C(he)-

decorated with-butter nicely, 
girl brought him . . . When 3S 

(he)-saw hedgehog, 3S(he)-hit   
to with-chest (128-130) 

a) A pronoun reference in contrast with a common 
noun concord reference is used to show how an 
animal participant has a better relationship with the 
VIP, who is referenced with a superfluous noun 
phrase (128-130); 

Loti showed young man that (-

en) the place (B29) 
b) The definite modifier -en ‘that’ is used for less 
salience on participant nouns by distinguishing them 
from the VIP in that more encoding is used for a 
minor participant and less encoding is used for the 
VIP (table in 5.2.1); 

 3S(he)-said.to girl, " . . ." 
[When 3S(he)-spoke.to girl 
these words], they heard the 

c) The VIP is referenced with more encoding than 
required (noun phrase) by encoding rules in contrast 
to a minor participant interacting with the VIP 
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whistle of Rabbit, " . . "  
Hedgehog said.to girl, " . . ." 
3S(he)-said.to girl, " . . ."  
Girl colored-3S(him) well, 
3S(he)-was.being.colored (169-
172) 

which is referenced with less encoding than 
required (169-172); or the VIP and A minor 
participant interacting with the VIP are both 
referenced with more encoding than required, where 
the VIP is reference with a name and the minor 
participant is referenced with a definite modifier in 
the noun phrase (164-168). 

encode salience 
for non-
participant nouns 

he had a house near place that 
(-en) (B18) 

The definite modifier -en ‘that’ is used for salience 
on non-participant nouns (table in 5.2.1). 

emphasize a new 
narrative unit 

he(Loti) turned he ran returned 
to the village. [When Loti 
returned]PRE (156) 

More participant reference encoding than required 
by encoding rules (noun phrase instead of pronoun 
or concord) is used to emphasize a new narrative 
unit (156-159). 

give thematic 
salience to 
events 

-3S(Loti)-found no more flour 
or porridge. Loti closed the 
animals well (160);  
-But Pig only cut meat, put ø(it) 
on the roof in order to dry, he 
ate meat (161) 

More participant reference encoding than required is 
used to highlight events in which major participants 
or thematic props are involved in order to mark 
them as being significant for the development of the 
narrative (160-163). 

highlight peak 
episodes 

[When 3S(Loti)-saw], 3S-stood 
3S-shouted a loud voice [so that 
C(thing)-run], that thing 
refused standing quietly, 
he(Loti)-shouted a loud voice  
[so that C(it)-run], C(it)-refused, 
he(Loti)-started he-calling (173-
175) 

Less participant reference encoding than required 
(pronoun or concord instead of noun phrase; or no 
overt reference instead of pronoun or concord) is 
used speed up the pace or increase tension in order 
to highlight peak episodes (173-176). 

highlight an 
important 
reported speech 

ø (that) young man told-him, "It 
was not a leopard that chased 
you; it seems you saw goats" 
(177) 

Less participant reference encoding than expected, 
such as a missing definite modifier –en ‘that’ on the 
noun phrase (177) or a missing object pronoun for a 
participant (178), can highlights a reported speech. 

highlight peak 
episodes  

 A lack of direction words highlights the dramatic 
episodes of the climax and conclusion if these have 
occurred in non-peak episodes (see 5.5). 
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Appendix A 
 
 

Ukul ana Ïmït 

A Boy and a Goat 

By John Shakir, 2007 

 

1. Ca'ri c-'rek c-okat cik cukku Torru, ana amma cukku c-aat ul 

 Time C-other C-was  autumn Lumun and when autumn C-comes people 
 

1. i-onu a'rupu wo tuwa 

 who-has things of wool 

 A story took place in Lumun land in Autumn; In Autumn, people who have animals   

 

2. w-urukot i-pira thuput nti icarak co man 

 C-move in-tree forest from inside of area 

 move them into the forest further inside the home area.  

 

3. Ukkul w-'rek w-okat cik w-occot k'ran itti Olotti ana okin th-onat 

 boy C-other C-was  C-given name that Loti and they PC-had 
 

3.  kuthuk k-en 

 animal-pens C-theirs 

 A certain boy named Loti had animals 

 

4. no ka'ran i-koccot k'ran itti Thoicang uwo oingkanthet noththok po E'reme 

 at place which-given name that Toijang going going.down country of Aceron 

 at the place named Toijang, which is down towards the country of the Aceron. 

 

5. Ana ca'ri c-'rek cipin a-Lotti p-aat nti ithu'rit tho kie a-kw-okkat 

 And time C-other evening F-Loti PC-came from shepherding of cows F-3S-did all 
 

5. ngere appik ngo teththuk 

 work of place  

 One evening, Loti came from tending the cows and all other work in the forest;   

 

6. a-kw-oingkat itti kw-ath-okkot kapi, a-kw-othiat itti 

 F-3S-went that
10

 3S-INF-cook pot F-3S-found that 

 He went in order to gathering things to cook; he found that 

                                                 
10 ‘intending to’ same pronunciation as later in line 6, but with different meaning. 
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7. me're m-ela ana mana ngu'ru ng-ellat 

 flour C-not.exist and even asida C-not.exist 

 there was no flour or even any asida (sorghum flour). 

 

8. A-Lotti ullukkat a'rupu woruwa kicce a-kw-urukat uwo tuan 

 F-Loti closed animals  well F-3S-start.moved going house 
 

8. a-kw-othokwancot thu'rit 

 F-3S-inorder.to.look.for food 

 Loti locked up the animals and went down to the house to look for food. 

  

9. OLotti p-oingkathe ci tuan a-kw-othiat onnan p-ellat 

 Loti PC-went to house F-3S-found mother PC-not.present 

 Loti went to the house and found that his mother had not arrived 

 

10. n-topon a-kw-ikkanth-ok cik a-kw-anthan 

 from-field F-3S-waited.for-3S  F-3S-come 

 from the field, and he waited for her to come. 

 

11. Akka onnan p-aat a-kw-ithakanth-ok cokot cokot 

 When mother PC-came F-3S-cooked.for-3S quickly quickly 

 When his mother arrived, she quickly cooked for him. 

 

12. Ca'ri cen a-kirkkir k-okkwot cik a-Lotti urukat nci tuan a-kirikkir 

 Time that F-darkness C-was there f-Loti moved from house F-dark 
 

12. k-okkwot cik 

 C-was there 

 At the time of darkness, Loti left the house while it was dark, 

 

13. a-kw-oingkat puccuk anakka a-kw-okko ci i-thupu'ru i-thuwo Thoicang 

 F-3S-went until when F-3S-arrived to in-valley which-goes.down Toijang 

 and traveled until he arrived in the valley which goes down to Toijang; 

 

14. ana ciki i-tho'rikit tho kathar a-kw-imakat pape'rek i-kathar p-otheret ana 

 and exactly in-middle of road F-3S-saw something in-road C-spotted and 

 In the exact middle of the road, he saw something coloured that 

 

15. p-ungkot papokira. Anakka kw-imat a-kw-oco'rat a-kw-ekat po're 

 C-looks.like thing.of.trees when 3S-saw F-3S-stood f-3S-shouted voice 
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15. cittan othakka 

 loud in.order.to 

 looked like a leopard. When he saw (it), he stopped and shouted with a loud voice 

 

16. itti a-p-ollo a-papu p-en p-'rat a-p-oco'ro icci a-kw-apekat po're 

 so.that F-C-run F-thing C-that C-refuse F-C-was.standing quiet F-3S-shouted voice 
 

16. cittan 

 loud 

  

 so that it would run away;  the thing remained standing quietly; Then he shouted loudly 

 

17. othakka itti a-p-ollo a-p-'rakat cik a-kw-ikkat cik a-kw-akkakkaro. Thomocco 

 in.order that F-C-run F-C-refused  F-3S-started  F-3S-calling old man 
 

17. th-'rek 

 C-certain 

 so that it would run, but it refused and he began calling out.  A certain old man 

 

18. th-okat cik th-occot k'ran itti Okarththum th-onat kaman iccik ko ka'ran k-en 

 C-was  C-given name that Khartoum C-had house near of place C-that 

 named Khartoum had a house nearby. 

 

19. Anakka thomocco th-en th-occikothe a-th-othangkat 

 When old.man C-that C-heard F-C-answered 

 When the old man heard (the voice calling for him) he grunted a reply, 

 

20. anaruk akka oLotti p-onat ne're a-kw-onnoccikat akka oKarththum p-othongkothe 

 but because Loti PC-had fear F-3S-did.not.hear when Khartoum PC-answered 

 but because Loti was afraid, he did not hear when Khartoum answered him. 

 

21. Olotti acakuruk p-okat cik a-kw-opakkot n-cu're akka kw-okat cik 

 Loti also PC-was  F-3S-returning with-back when 3S-was  
 

21. a-kw-akkakkaro 

 F-3S-calling 

 Loti was running backwards as he called, 

 

22. a-kw-opakkot n-cu're puccuk a-kw-othiat kakung a-kkw-aik pellek  

 F-3S-returns with-back until F-3S-found himself F-3S-was alone  

 going back to a place where he was alone, 
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23. a-kw-oththet no papu p-en na p-okat cik a-p-oc'ro, a-kw-oparattakat 

 F-3S-left at thing C-that where C-was  f-C-standing. F-3S-turned 
 

23. a-kw-ollat opakkot i-carak co man 

 F-3S-ran go.back in-stomach of house 

 leaving the thing were it was standing; He turned and ran back to the village. 

 

24. Anakka oLotti p-opakkothe icarak co 

 When Loti PC-returned.back inside of 

 When Loti arrived back in the village, 

 

25. man a-kw-othiat pu'rit p-'rek p-okat cik a-p-okuccekot cik itti  

 house F-3S-found young.man C-other C-was  F-C-preparing  that  
 

25. p-aeo teththuk 

 C-goplace (of animals) 

 he found a certain young man preparing to go to the animal grazing grounds 

 

26. no ka'ran na oLotti p-aik ng-kuthuk k-ung, a-Lotti erekanthet pu'rit 

 at place where Loti PC-is with-animals C-his, F-Loti told young.man 

 where Loti had been with his cows; Loti told 

 

27. p-en lon i-l-okat cik. A-pu'rit p-en omekath-ok itti O'rikoth-ïn 

 C-that story which-C-was place F-young.man C-that told-him that Wait.for-us(ex) 
 

27. i-reo i-raththe'ra 

 in-so which-go.together 

 the young man everything that had happened. The young man told him, “Wait so that we may go together.” 

 

28. A-lotti ana pu'rit p-en oingkat i-thun. Anakka okin okko ciki no 

 F-Loti and young.man C-that went in-together. When they arrived to of 
 

28. ka'ran k-en 

 place C-that 

Loti and the young man went together. When they arrived to the place, 

 

29. a-Lotti okenekat pu'rit p-en no ka'ran. Anakka okin theot a-kin othiat 

 F-Loti showed young.man C-that of place When they went F-they found 

 Loti showed the young man the spot (where he had seen the leopard). When they arrived, they found 
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30. licok no mu'rol a-l-icat cik. A-pu'rit i'rekath-ok itti 

 goats on stones F-C-laying.down  F-young.man told-him that 
 

30. okoronnoka papokira a-kkokiccer-ung, 

 not leopard F-chased-you 

 goats lying down on stones. The young man told him, “It was not a leopard that chased you; 

 

31. ikkere licok akka ngkw-imat. A-pu'rit p-en occirat 

 seems goats when you-saw. F-young.m
an C-that laughed 

 It seems you saw goats.” The young man laughed 

 

32. puccuk mono okinyakat. Nci cinang a-kin occiekat oLotti k'ran itti 

 until still was.tired. From that F-they named Loti name that 
 

32. Opuruko po ïmït 

 friend of goat 

 until he was exhausted. From this event Loti received the name ‘a friend of goats’. 
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Appendix B 
 
The following chart for A Boy and a Goat lists subjects of nuclear and pre-nuclear clauses in 
one column, non-subjects of nuclear clauses in another column, and subjects of post-nuclear 
and embedded clauses in a third column. Each column for the respective referents has a 
corresponding column to indicate the participant reference context of the clause (S1, N3, SP4, 
etc.), as well as which clauses encode more (M) or less (L) information for reference than 
required by the context. Numbers are assigned to participants as follows: 1 = Loti, 2 = mother, 
3 = something ('leopard'), 4 = Khartoum (old man), 5 = young man. Each new line indicates a 
break between narrative units (paragraphs). 

 

Boy & Goat Narrative 

Line 
# 

Con-
junc-
tion 

Subjects in nuclear & pre-
nuclear clauses 

Con- 
text 

Non-subjects of nuclear & 
pre-nuclear clauses 

Con-
text 

Subjects and non-subjects 
in post-nuclear and 
embedded clauses 

Con-
text 

1a  time C-certain C-was  autumn in Lumun land    

1b-2 and 
PoD 

people REL.CL C-move  into the forest in the home 
area 

   

3a  boy C-certain C-given [1] Intro name Loti [1] Intro   

3b-4 and they PC-had [1+] S1 animal.pens C-theirs [1+] 
at place 

N1 which is given the name 
Toijang going down to the 
country of the Aceron 

 

5a and 
PoD 

F-Loti PC-came [1] S4 from shepherding cows    

5b  F-3S-did [1] S1 all work of place    

6a  F-3S-went [1] S1   in order that 3S-cook [1] 
food 

SP1 

6b-7  F-3S-found [1] S1   that flour & porridge not 
present 

 

8a  F-Loti ø-closed [1] S1;
M 

animal pens well    

8b  F-3S-start.moving ø-goes 
[1] 

S1 to house  in order to F-3S-look.for 
[1] food 

SP1 

9a  Loti PC-went [1] S1;
M 

to house    

9b  F-3S-found [1] S1 mother [2] Intro PC-not present [2] from 
field 

SP3 

10  F-3S-waited.for [1] S1 -3S [2] N3 F-3S-to.come [2] SP3 

11a [when mother PC-came [2] ] S3     

11b  F-3S-cooked.for [2] S1 -3S [1] quickly N3   

12a PoD F-darkness C-was there      

12b  F-Loti ø-moved [1] S4 from house  F-darkness C-was there  

13-
14a 

 F-3S-went [1] S1   until when F-3S-arrived 
[1] to a valley which goes 
down to Toijang 

SP1 

14b-
15a 

PoD F-3S-saw [1] S1 something in road [3] Intro C-spotted and C-looked 
like a leopard [3] 

SP3 
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15b [when 3S-saw [1] ] S1 ø [3] NP 3   

15c  F-3S-stood [1] F-3S-
shouted [1] 

S1 loud voice  in order that F-C-run [3] SP4;
L 

16a  F-thing C-that C-refused 
F-was.standing [3] 

S3 quietly    

16b  F-3S-shouted [1] S4;L loud voice  in order that F-C-run [3] SP4;
L 

17a  F-C-refused [3] S4;L     

17b  F-3S-started [1] F-3S-
calling [1] 

S4;L     

18a  Old.man C-certain C-was 
C-given [4] 

Intro name Khartoum [4] Intro   

18b  C-had [4] S1 house near place C-that    

19a [when old.man C-that C-heard 
[4] ] 

S1;
M 

    

19b  F-C-answered [4] S1     

20a [but 
becaus
e 

Loti PC-had [1]  S4 fear ]    

20b  F-3S-did.not.hear [1] S1   when Khartoum PC-
answered [4] 

SP4 

21  Loti also PC-was F-3S-
returning [1] 

S1;
M 

back  when 3S-was F-3S-calling 
[1] 

SP1 

22  F-3S-returns [1] S1 back   until F-3S-found himself 
[1] F-3S-was alone [1] 

SP1 

23a  F-3S-left [1] S1 thing C-that [4] N4 where C-was F-C-standing 
[4] 

SP3 

23b  F-3S-turned [1] F-3S-ran 
[1] øøøø-going.back [1] 

S1; 
L 

to village    

24 [when Loti PC-returned.back [1] S1;
M 

to village ]    

25-
26a 

 F-3S-found [1] S1 young.man C-certain [5] Intro found; C-was C-preparing 
[5] to C-go [5] place of 
animals at Loti PC-was [1] 
with animals his [1] 

SP3, 
SP1, 
SP4, 
N1 

26b-
27a 

 F-Loti ø-told [1] S1;
M 

young.man C-that [5] 
story 

N3;
M 

which happened.  

27b  F-young.man C-that ø-
told [5] 

S2;
M 

-3S [1] "wait for us so that 
we can go together" 

N2   

28  F-Loti and young.man C-
that ø-went [1+5] 

S4 together    

29a [when they øøøø-arrived [1+5] S1; 
L 

to place C-that ]    

29b  F-Loti ø-showed [1] S4 young.man C-that [5] the 
place 

N3;
M 

  

 [when they PC-went [1+5] ] S1     

29c-
30a 

 F-they ø-found [1+5] S1 goats on stone  N4 F-C-lying down SP3 
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30b-
31a 

 F-young.man øøøø ø-told [5] S4; 
L 

-3S [1] "not leopard F-
chased-you, it seems it was 
goats you saw" 

N3   

31b-
32a 

 F-young.man C-that ø-
laughed [5] 

S4   until still øøøø-was.tired [5] SP1; 
L 

32b PoD F-they ø-named [5+] S1 Loti [1] N3;
M 

'friend of goats'  
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